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ABSTRACT

Iterative decoding techniques have been receiving more and more attentions with

the invention of turbo codes and the rediscovery of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.

An important aspect in the study of iterative decoding is the tradeoff between decoding

performance and complexities. For both LDPC codes and turbo codes, optimum decoding

algorithms can provide very good performance. However, complicated operations are in

volved in the optimum decoding, and prohibit the wide applications of LDPC codes and

turbo codes in the next generation digital communication and storage systems. Although

there exist sub-optimum decoding algorithms for both LDPC codes and turbo codes, the

decoding performance is degraded with the sub-optimum algorithms, and under some cir

cumstances, the gap is very large.

This research investigates the reduced complexity decoding algorithms of LDPC

codes and turbo codes. For decoding LDPC codes, new algorithms, namely the normal

ized BP-based algorithm and the offset BP-based algorithm, are proposed. For these two

reduced complexity algorithms, density evolution algorithms are derived, and are used to

determine the best decoder parameters associated with each of the algorithms. Numerical

results show that the new algorithms can achieve near optimum decoding performances

for infinite code lengths, and simulation results reveal the same conclusion for short to

medium code lengths. In addition to the advantage of low computational complexities, the

two new algorithms are less subject to quantization errors and correlation effects than the

optimum BP algorithm, and consequently are more suitable for hardware implementation.

For a special kind of LDPC codes - the geometric LDPC codes, we propose the normalized

APP-based algorithm, which is even more simplified yet still can achieve the near optimum

performance.

For decoding turbo codes, two new sub-optimum decoding algorithms are pro

posed. The first is the bi-directional soft-output Viterbi algorithm (bi-SOVA), which is

based on utilizing a backward SOYA decoding in addition to the conventional forward one,

and can achieve better performance than the uni-directional SOYA. The second is the nor

malized Max-Log-MAP algorithm, which improves the performance of the Max-Log-MAP

decoding by scaling the soft outputs with some predetermined factors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Brief Introduction to Error Control Coding

Shannon's pioneering work on information theory in the 1940's gave birth to a

new discipline in digital communications- error control coding. Error control coding, also

known as channel coding, addresses how to efficiently add redundancy to the information

data streams before their transmission over a noisy channel, and at the receiver end, re

cover the information data from the corrupted received signals based on the redundancy

introduced. Nowadays, error control coding has become an inseparable part in most mod

em digital communications systems and data storage systems to achieve highly reliable

data transmission and storage.

For a memoryless channel, Shannon's theory establishes a limit in performance

for any channel coding scheme. Although random coding for codes long enough was suc

cessfully used in the proof of Shannon's channel coding theorems, it is not feasible in prac

tice, since the complexities on both encoding and decoding increase exponentially with the

code length. The goal of many studies on error control coding is to devise good codes

which not only have performance approaching the limit predicated by Shannon's theory,

but also have practically implementable encoders and decoders. Almost all the practical

codes considered are linear codes.

Decoding of error-correcting codes can be categorized into hard-decision decod

ing (HOD) and soft-decision decoding (SOD), according to whether the input values to the
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decoder are hard-decision values with only two levels or soft-decision values with more lev

els. The HDD is easy to implement, but the SDD can provide better performance in general.

There are many good block codes with effective HDD algorithms, such as BCH codes and

Reed-Solomn codes. They have very good distance properties, and have been implemented

in many applications. Convolutional codes, despite their poorer distance properties, have

the same maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) algorithm, the Viterbi algorithm (VA), for

both SDD and HDD. The main advantage of the VA is that it uses dynamic programming so

that the decoding complexity does not depend on the code length. Therefore convolutional

codes with Viterbi decoding have been widely used since the 1970's.

A lot of research work has been carried to exploit the potential error-correcting

abilities of algebraic codes with soft decoding algorithms. Some linear block codes, e.g.,

Reed-Muller codes, can be readily represented by trellis [46], and hence they can also

achieve MLD performance with the VA. However, the trellis representations of linear block

codes become prohibitively complicated as the code length increase. Other approaches

based on probabilistic list decoding include the Generalized Minimum Distance (GMD)

decoding [1], Chase type decoding [2] and ordered statistics decoding (OSD) [3]. The OSD

can achieve MLD for medium length block codes and enough processing orders. However

the computational complexity becomes very large if the code length is long, say more than

200 for codes of rate 112.

The invention of turbo codes in 1993 [4] ushered in a new era for the study on

error control coding. Turbo coding ingeniously combined several existing ideas to achieve

a performance very close to the Shannon limit, with reasonable encoding and decoding

complexities. On the encoder side, two recursive systematic convolutional codes are con

catenated in parallel, with a random interleaver in between, to "mimic" the random coding

and thus obtain good distance properties.

On the decoding side, the most noticeable technique used is iterative soft-input

soft-output (SISO) decoding. With this method the two component codes can help each

other via exchanging so-called "extrinsic information" to achieve a globally good perfor

mance. Although the iterative decoding of turbo codes is not MLD, it can provide a perfor

mance close to that of MLD at low complexity.
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Although turbo codes received a great success with the iterative decoding tech

nique, the idea of iterative decoding with refinement of extrinsic information was originally

utilized by Gallager in the decoding of low-density parity check (LDPC) codes [16]. LDPC

codes were invented in the 1960's, but they have been largely forgotten for decades until

their rediscovery at the end of the last century [18]. It is now well-known that LDPC codes

form another family of capacity-approaching codes and are keeping abreast with turbo

codes in the march toward the Shannon limit.

Compared to turbo codes, LDPC codes have many advantages. For example, they

have better minimum distance properties, so that no pronounced error floors are generally

observed for long enough code lengths; parallel structure can be exploited in the hardware

design of LDPC decoders, and the decoders can be implemented in high speed applications.

On the other hand, LDPC codes have some drawbacks. The decoding needs many more

iterations than turbo decoding to achieve convergence in performance; the encoding can

not implemented by register circuits and could be complicated, except for special families

of LDPC codes. Nevertheless, LDPC codes have very promising prospects and could find

many applications in future communication systems.

The iterative SISO decoding algorithms for turbo codes and LDPC codes can

also be applied to some other previously invented codes. For example, the product codes,

with block codes as component codes, can be decoded with the turbo principle and achieve

particular good performance for high rate codes[ll]. As another example, some of the

one-step majority logic decodable codes have parity matrices similar to those of LDPC

codes. These codes were first studied in the 1960's and their constructions are based on

finite geometries, e.g., Euclidean geometry and projective geometry ([45], pp. 223-256).

As shown in [27], with the iterative decoding algorithms devised for LDPC codes, they

can achieve much better performance than that of the majority-logic decoding or that of

the counterpart Gallager LDPC codes for short to medium code lengths. These codes are

considered as competitive candidate codes for short to medium length and high rate.

3



1.2 Motivation of this Work

1.2.1 LDPC Codes

This dissertation investigates issues for the decoding of LDPC codes and turbo

codes. Particularly, the existing optimum and sub-optimum decoding algorithms for LDPC

codes and turbo codes are compared and new algorithms, which have better tradeoffs be

tween error performance and decoding performance, are presented.

For LDPC codes, the belief propagation (BP) algorithm is the best-known decod

ing algorithm. The decoding complexity of the BP algorithm is linear in the code length,

and hence it is a very effective decoding algorithm for LDPC codes. However, the BP al

gorithm is complicated for hardware implementation, due to the non-linear functions in the

algorithm. Nevertheless, it does not mean that there is no way to implement the BP algo

rithm in VLSI circuits, and LDPC decoders with the BP algorithm have already been built

[47]. However, possible simplified algorithms will be beneficial in decreasing circuit area,

reducing power consumption, and more importantly, increasing the decoding speed. These

simplified algorithms are of particular importance for the full-parallel implementation of

LDPC decoder, especially for geometric LDPC codes.

There exist some simplified algorithms developed for the decoding of LDPC

codes. For example, in [31, 32], the BP-based algorithm was presented. which has equiv

alent forms as the min-sum [22] or the max-product [38] algorithms. For LDPC codes

with short code length, say several hundred bits, the BP-based algorithm has satisfying

performance with only 0.2 to 0.3 dB loss in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value

E b/ No. However, the BP-based algorithm causes severe degradation in performance for

LDPC codes with long code lengths and geometric LDPC codes. Also in [31], the APP

based algorithm proposed in [33] was addressed, and has lower decoding complexities.

However, the performance degradation for the APP-based algorithm was shown to be even

worse compared to that of the BP algorithm. Hence, it is highly desirable to devise im

proved versions of the BP-based algorithm and the APP-based algorithm which achieve

better tradeoff between decoding complexity and performance. Indeed, these algorithms

needed to be developed in conjunction with a theoretical analytical framework.
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1.2.2 Thrbo Codes

The scenario of the decoding algorithms for turbo codes is similar to that for

LDPC codes. In turbo decoding, an optimum symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori

(MAP) algorithm [6] is used. It provides the best performance, but at the same time requires

large complexities in both computations and storage. The simplified decoding algorithms

for the MAP algorithm (or its equivalent version in the log-domain referred to as Log-MAP)

are the Max-Log-MAP [9] algorithm and the soft-outputs Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [7, 8],

which have lower complexities. However, the resulting simplifications cause degradation

in performance. In [9], the performance of the optimum and sub-optimum turbo decoding

algorithms are compared. For a typical turbo code of rate ~, at the bit error rate (BER)

10-4, the degradation is about 0.3 to 0.4 dB for the Max-Log-MAP algorithm and about

0.7 dB for the SOYA. In [13, 14], it has been shown by simulations that the performance of

the SOYA decoding can be improved by scaling down the soft values delivered from one

iteration to another, which are usually overestimated. There exist other possible approaches

to improve the Max-Log-MAP algorithm or the SOYA and obtain better tradeoff between

complexity and performance. Some of them are reviewed and improved in this dissertation.

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

In this dissertation, various decoding algorithms for LDPC codes and turbo codes

are discussed and their error performances are compared. New sub-optimum decoding

algorithms, aimed to simpler hardware implementation, are presented.

In Chapter 2, the basic concepts and notations for LDPC codes are presented,

such as the definition of LDPC codes in terms of parity check matrix, the graph representa

tions ofLDPC codes and the definitions of regular and irregular LDPC codes. In addition, a

special family ofLDPC codes referred to as geometric LDPC codes is formally introduced.

In Chapter 3, the existing optimum and sub-optimum decoding algorithms for

LDPC codes are first summarized. Different algorithms are distinguished by different pro

cessing in check nodes and bit nodes. The belief propagation (BP) algorithm is the opti

mum decoding algorithm, with no simplifications in either check node processing or bit

5



node processing. The BP-based algorithm has simplification in check node processing and

the APP algorithm has simplification in bit node processing. If simplification occurs in

both check node processing and bit node processing, it results in the APP-based algorithm.

The error performances of different decoding algorithms are presented for various of LDPC

codes.

Chapter 4 addresses the improvements of the simplified check node processing in

the BP algorithm. Two methods, i.e., normalization and offset, are suggested after analyz

ing the difference between the accurate check node processing and the simplified one. A

simple criterion is proposed to determine the normalization factors. Then the performance

of the normalized BP-based algorithm is presented. Finally, the normalization is combined

with the APP-based algorithm and the performance of the normalized APP-based algorithm

for various LDPC codes are presented.

Density evolution, a powerful tool to analyze message-passing algorithms based

on graph, is introduced in Chapter 5. The density evolution algorithm for the BP-based

algorithm is derived, and extended to the normalized BP-based algorithm and the offset

BP-based algorithm. The density evolution can be used in analytically searching for good

decoder parameters for the normalized BP-based algorithm and the offset BP-based algo

rithm.

Some implementation issues for LDPC codes are discussed in Chapter 6. First

we analyze the computational complexities of different algorithms, and their decoder struc

tures for hardware implementation. Then, we study the effects of finite quantization, and

the error performances of the quantized normalized BP-based and the offset BP-based al

gorithms for LDPC codes are presented.

In Chapter 7, turbo codes and their decoding algorithms are described. We com

pare the three major algorithms for turbo decoding, i.e., the MAP algorithm, the Max-Log

MAP, and the SOYA, from the viewpoint of path selection in the code trellis. A novel

improved SOYA algorithm, bi-directional SOYA (bi-SOVA), is then presented. Bi-SOVA

provides more accurate soft outputs than the conventional uni-directional SOYA in the

iterative decoding process, and consequently better performance can be expected. The

simulation results show that the bi-directional SOYA achieve a performance close to that

of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm. In addition, both the Max-Log-MAP algorithm and the

6



bi-directional SOYA can be improved with normalization, since the outputs of these two

algorithms are overestimated in general compared to those of the MAP algorithm.

Finally, some conclusions and further research directions are given in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

LDPC Codes

2.1 Gallager Regular LDPC Codes

2.1.1 Matrix Representation

A binary (N, K) LDPC code C, with code length N and dimension K, is defined

by a parity check matrix H of M rows and N columns. Most entries of H are equal to D's

and only a small portion of the entries are equal to 1'so Each row of H represents a check

sum and each column of H represents a bit. Each check sum m, 1 ::; m ::; M, contains

a certain number of bits denoted as N(m), and each bit n, 1 ::; n ::; N, participates

into a certain number of check sums, denoted as M (n). An example of H matrix with

M = 15 and N = 20 is shown in (2.1.1). Any binary N-tuple row vector c which satisfies

H . cT = 0 is a valid codeword of C.

Compared to randomly constructed H matrices in general, the H matrices of

LDPC codes are unique in that they are "low-density", i.e. they have small number of non

zero entries. The "low-density" property enables us to devise effective decoding algorithms

with low complexity for LDPC decoding.

If the matrix H is of full rank, then M = N - K and the code rate r of C is

r = N 7v M = 1 - ~. Sometimes, the M row vectors of H are not independent and H

has a rank smaller than M. In this case, M > N - K and r > 1 - ~. Particularly, for

some special families of LDPC codes, e.g., geometric LDPC codes, M can be far greater

thanN - K.
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1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

H= 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 (2.1.1)

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
l5x20

The row vectors of H are in the null space of C. By performing Gaussian elim-

ination in GF(2) and possibly column permutation, H can be transformed into a form as

below,

[ I(N~K)x(N~K) P(N~K)XK ] , (2.1.2)H-+
0

where I(N-K)X(N-K) is an identity matrix. As an example, the H matrix in (2.1.1) can

be transformed into (2.1.3) by Gaussian elimination. In this case, H has rank M - 1, and

specifies an (N, K) = (20,6) code. For a full-ranked H, there is no all-zero rows at the

bottom of the transformed matrix (2.1.2).

From (2.1.2), a systematic generator matrix of C is readily obtained. It can be

expressed by G = [pTI K x K]' An information sequence u = (Ul' U2, ... , UK) is mapped

into a codeword c = (Cl' C2, ... ,CN) by c = u . G. Unfortunately, the matrix P is usually

not "low-density", and the encoding of LDPC code with G has computational complexity

quadratic of the code length N. Since often N is quite large, measures have been proposed
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to overcome this drawback [42]. However, the parity check matrix still need to be stored,

and the encoder can not be implemented by simple shift-register circuits.

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

H---.+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 (2.1.3)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.1.2 Graph Representation

An LDPC code can be described in many other ways. A popular way is to repre-

sent LDPC codes by bipartite graphs, just like representing convolutional codes by trellises.

Among several graph representations of LDPC codes, the Tanner graph representation is

a very convenient one [21]. A Tanner graph is a bipartite graph, with one set of nodes

denoting variables and the other set of nodes denoting subcode nodes. Nodes in different

sets are connected by edges, but there is no connections among nodes in the same set. For

an LDPC code, each variable node corresponds to a codeword bit, i.e. a column of the

parity check matrix H, and each sub-code node is associated with a check sum, i.e., a

row of H. Each bit node n is connected to all the check nodes of M (n), and has degree

dv(n) = 1M(n) I; each check node m is connected to all the bit nodes ofN (m), and has de-

gree de (m) = IN(m) I. The Tanner graph representation of the LDPC code corresponding

10



to H matrix in (2.1.1) is shown in Figure 2.1. For this codes, a cycle of length 4 is shown

in dashed lines in its Tanner graph. Equivalently, there are two rows in H having two bits

in common. Note that a cycle of length 4 is the shortest cycle a Tanner graph can contain.

Cycles of length-4 and other short cycles should be avoided in the code construction, since

the iterative decoding of LDPC codes has been devised for a Tanner graph which is a tree

(Le., without cycles). The decoding of LDPC codes includes a processing in bit nodes and

a processing in check nodes, and message propagation from bit nodes to check nodes, and

vice versa. We go into detail about the decoding algorithms of LDPC codes in the next

chapter.

2.1.3 Irregular LDPC Codes

In general, LDPC codes can be categorized into regular LDPC codes and irregular

LDPC codes. An LDPC code is called regular if the degrees dv(n) and de(m) are constants

dv and de for all variable and check nodes, respectively. In other words, for regular LDPC

codes, the row weight and the column weight of the parity-check matrix H are constant. If

degrees the dv(n) and de(m) are not constant, the LDPC code is irregular.

An irregular LDPC code is specified by degree distribution polynomials A(X)

and p(x), which define the variable and check node degree distributions, respectively [23].

More specifically, let

and

dv

A(X) = L AjXj- 1

j=2

de

p(X) = L PjXj- 1
,

j=2

(2.1.4)

(2.1.5)

where dv and de are the maximum bit node degree and check node degree, respectively, then

Aj (Pj) represents the fraction of edges emanating from variable (check) nodes of degree

j. It has been shown [24], both theoretically and by simulations, that with properly chosen

degree distributions, irregular LDPC codes have better performance than the regular ones,

and can achieve performances very close to Shannon limit for large code lengths.

11



Check Nodes

Bit Nodes

Figure 2.1: An LDPC code represented in Tanner graph with a cycle of length 4.
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2.2 Geometric LDPC Codes

Special families of LDPC codes can be constructed based on finite geometries,

and are denoted by geometric LDPC codes. Codes based on finite geometries were first

studied in the 1960's [43], initially for majority-logic decoding, which is a hard decision

decoding. Detailed descriptions can be found in [44,45]. For some majority-logic decod

able codes, parity check matrices with "low density" can be constructed and the iterative

BP decoding can be applied to achieve better error performance than majority-logic decod

ing [27, 28]. In the following, two families of geometric LDPC codes are introduced. One

is constructed based on the Euclidean geometry, and the other is constructed based on the

projective geometry.

2.2.1 LDPC Codes Based on Euclidean Geometry

Consider all the m-tuples a = (ao, a1,' . " am), with components a/s from

the Galois field GF(2 8
). The total number of the m-tuples is 2m S, and they form an

m-dimensional Euclidean geometry over GF(28
), denoted by EG(m, 28

). Each m-tuple

specifies a point in EG(m, 28
). The origin of the geometry EG(m, 28

) is the all-zero tuple

(0" .. ,0). In particular, with m = 2, the two-dimensional EG(2, 28
) is a plane, and the

total number of points on the plane is 228 . Through any two distinct points ao and a1 in

EG(m, 28
), there goes a line (or I-flat), which is the collection of the following points,

(2.2.1)

with (31 E GF(28
). The number of points on each line is 28

• The total number of lines

intersecting at a given point is nle = 2
m8

- 1 , out of which one line passing through the
28

- 1
origin. We can represent all the non-origin points in EG(m, 28

) by one set of nodes, and

all the lines which do not pass the origin by another set of nodes. Then for each point we

make connections between this point and all lines containing it. Consequently, we obtain

a bipartite graph. It is easy to figure out that: (1) the total number of non-origin points is
2m8 _ 28

No = 2m8
- 1; (2) the degree of any point node is do 1 = nle - 1 = ; (3) the

, 28 - 1
degree of any line node is d1,0 = 28 (the number of points on a line); and consequently

13



(4) the number of lines is NI = NO; dO,I. As an example, the bipartite graph of the
1,0

two-dimensional EG(2, 28
) is shown in Figure 2.2 (a), with corresponding parameters.

Points
2S

No=2 -1
(a)

Points
2S s

No=2 +2+1
(b)

Lines
2S s

N1=2 +2 +1

Figure 2.2: Bipartite graph representation of points and lines for (a) two-dimensional Eu
clidean geometry; (b) two-dimensional projective geometry.

If we let all the points in EG(m, 28
) represent codeword bits, and all the lines

represent single parity checks, then the bipartite graph of an EG(m, 28
) defines a one-step

majority-logic code, which can be regarded as a special low-density parity check code, the

EG-LDPC code. There is no cycles of length 4 on the bipartite graphs of the EG-LDPC

codes, since any two lines have at most one point in common. However, there are a lot of

cycles with length 6. It has been shown that the EG-LDPC codes are cyclic [44].

Generally, the parity-check matrix of an EG-LDPC code has many redundant

parity checks. For example, the parity check matrix of the two-dimensional EG-LDPC

code with parameter s is a (228 - 1) X (228
- 1) square matrix, with row weight and col

umn weights both equal to 28
• The parity check matrix is generated by cyclically shifting

any of its rows, and is not full-ranked. As a contrast, the parity check matrix of a Gal

lager code, with same parameters Nand K, is full-ranked or almost so, and possesses less

rows. The redundant check sums of the EG-LDPC codes playa key role in achieving good

14



Table 2.1: List of some EG-LDPC codes based on
EG(2, 28

).

s N K dmin dv(= de) rate
2 15 7 5 4 0.467
3 63 37 9 8 0.587
4 255 175 17 16 0.686
5 1023 781 33 32 0.763
6 4095 3367 65 64 0.822
7 16383 14197 129 128 0.867

performance in decoding. Some of the EG-LDPC codes based on EG(2, 28
) are listed in

Table 2.1.

For an EG(m, 28
) with dimension m > 2, in addition to lines, it contains flats of

higher orders, e.g., planes (2-flats), 3-flats, and so on. In general, an EG(m, 28
) contains

flats of orders up to m - 1 and it is an m-flat itself. A ,u-flat in EG(m, 28
), ,u < m, is the

collection of the following points,

(2.2.2)

with f3i E GF(28), i = 1,2, .. ',,u. Each ,u-flat consists of 2J.t8 points. For each (,u-I)-flat,

there is a number of ,u-flats intersecting on it, and for each ,u-flat it contains a number of

(,u-I)-flats. Pairwisely, the relationship between (,u-I)-flats and ,u-flats can be represented

by a bipartite graph, and as a whole, an EG(m, 28
) can be represented by a hierarchal

structure. For instance, we can represent all the non-origin points of EG(4,22), and all

lines and planes not containing the origin by Figure 2.3.

A ,u-step majority-logic EG(m, 28
) code is constructed by taking all ,u-flats in

EG(m, 28
), which do not go through the origin, as check sums. For example, if we take

all the lines in Figure 2.3 as parity checks, we obtain a (255, 21) one-step majority-logic

codes. Instead, if we take all the planes and all the 3-flats in Figure 2.3 as parity checks, we

obtain a (255, 127) two-step majority-logic codes and a (255, 231) three-step majority-logic

codes, respectively.

Multi-step majority-logic EG codes constructed with ,u-flats can still be repre

sented by bipartite graphs, with direct connections between points and ,u-flats. However,
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there are cycles of length 4 on the graph, which is not desirable for the BP decoding of

LDPC codes. Meanwhile, multi-step majority-logic EG codes may have a large number of

redundant check sums. For example, the two-step (255, 127) EG code has 255 x 21 check

sums. The redundant check sums can improve the decoding performance if maneuvered

properly. It is still an open question on how to effectively use the hierarchical structure of

the multi-step EG codes and their redundant check sums to achieve the best performance

in decoding. Some preliminary work has been done in [54].

No=255
Lines

Nl=21x255

Planes

N2=21x255

Figure 2.3: Hierarchal graph representation of EG (4, 22
) with the origin excluded.

2.2.2 LDPC Codes Based on Projective Geometry

It can be shown that each point in EG (m, 2S
) can be represented by an element in

Galois field GF(2ms ) ([45], pp. 226). For projective geometry (PG), the definition of point

from the perspective ofGalois field elements is a little different. A point in am-dimensional

PG can be regarded as a collection of several elements in GF(2(m+l)s). Let a be a primitive

element in GF(2(m+l)s), which contains GF(2S
) as a subfield, then aO, aI, ... ,a23S

- 2 form
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all the nonzero elements of GF(238 ). Let

2(m+l)8 - 1
n = = 2m8 + ... + 28 + 1

28 -1 '
(2.2.3)

then (3 = an is a primitive element in GF(2 8
).

All the nonzero elements of GF(2(m+l)8) can be partitioned into n disjoint sub

sets, denoted as

{aO, (3ao,"', (32
S

-2a O} ,

{aI, (3al, ... ,(32S -2a l} ,

{ n-l (3 n-l ... (32 S -2 n-l}a ,a " a .

The n subsets (aO), (al ), ... , (an-I) form all the points of a projective plane over GF (28
),

denoted by PG(m, 28
). The line in PG(m, 28

) passing through two points (a i
) and (aj

)

is (l71ai + T/2aj), where T/I and T/2 are from GF(28
) and are not both equal to O. A line in

PG(m, 28
) consists of 28 + 1 points.

There is a line passing through any two points in PG(m, 28
). The total number of

lines intersecting at a given point is nip = n - 11 = 28 + 1. We can represent all the points
28 +

in PG(m, 28
) by one set of nodes, and all the lines by another set of nodes, and connect

every point with all lines which contain this point. Again, a bipartite graph is obtained.

For instance, Figure 2.2 (b) shows the bipartite graph representation of points and lines for

PG(2, 28
). Both the point node and the line node have degree 28 + 1, and hence there are

same number of point nodes and line nodes.

If all the point nodes are associated with codeword bits, and all the line nodes are

associated with parity checks, then we obtain the bipartite graph of a PG-LDPC codes based

on a projective plane. Some PG-LDPC codes based on PG(2, 28
) are listed in Table 2.2.

The parity check matrix of a PG-LDPC code has redundant parity checks. As an example,

the parity check matrix of the PG(2, 28) code is a (28+ 1) x (28+ 1) square matrix, which

can be generated by cyclically shifting one row vector. Also, it can be shown that any two

rows in the parity check matrix have one and only one bit in common. The PG(2, 28
) codes

based on projective planes are essentially equivalent to the difference set cyclic (DSC)

codes proposed in [29].
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Table 2.2: List of some PG-LDPC codes based on
PG(2, 28

).

s N K dmin dv(= de) rate
2 21 11 6 5 0.524
3 73 45 10 9 0.616
4 273 191 18 17 0.700
5 1057 817 34 33 0.773
6 4161 3431 66 65 0.825
7 16513 14326 130 129 0.868

Similar to the EG codes, higher order flats can be constructed in PG and used to

define multi-step PG codes.

Since both EG-LDPC and PG-LDPC codes are cyclic, encoding and error de

tection can be easily implemented by shift registers. This is a noticeable advantage over

conventional LDPC codes. However, parity check matrices of the geometric LDPC codes

contain more check sums, and therefore have larger row weights and column weights.

Hence the decoding complexities of geometric LDPC codes is significantly larger than that

of Gallager Codes. Nevertheless, the good performances of geometric LDPC codes make

them competitive candidates in many applications. Extended results about the code con

struction of LDPC codes based on finite geometry can be found in [27, 28]. In particular,

many more codes with either the original cyclic structure, or a quasi-cyclic structure can be

constructed by puncturing, shortening, row splitting or column splitting methods.
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Chapter 3

BP Algorithm and Its Simplified

Versions

Gallager devised two kinds of decoding algorithms in his original work on LDPC

codes [16]. One is called bit flipping decoding, and the other is called probabilistic decod

ing. The bit flipping decoding can be regarded as an iterative hard decision decoding for

LDPC codes. For each bit n, the received value Yn is decided into 0 or 1 for decoding.

If there are errors in the hard decisions, some of the check sums may not be satisfied. In

one iteration, with some rules based on the channel characteristics and the number of un

satisfied check sums associated with each bit, the decoder changes (flips) the values of a

number of bits and find out whether all the check sums are satisfied after that. If not, the

procedure continues until the number of iterations exceeds some maximum number.

The bit flipping decoding is easy for hardware implementation, due to the simple

operations involved. However, the probabilistic decoding with soft decision can provide

much better performances. Gallager's probabilistic decoding was recently revealed to be

an instance of Pearl's belief propagation (BP) algorithm [18, 30], which is well-known in

the area of artificial intelligence. Surprisingly, the iterative decoding algorithm of turbo

codes can be regarded as another instance of BP algorithm [15]. Thus the two families of

capacity-approaching codes are connected by their decoding algorithms.

Based on Bayesian belief networks 1, the BP algorithm is an effective algorithm

to compute marginal a posteriori probabilities by message passing and iterative calculation.

1A Tanner graph can be converted to a Bayesian belief network.
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If the belief network is loop free, then the exact a posteriori probabilities can be derived

with the BP algorithm. Even for belief networks with loops, e.g., those of LDPC codes, the

experiments show that excellent results still could be obtained with the BP algorithm.

Our further discussion is focused on the BP algorithm in the context of decoding

LDPC codes represented by Tanner graphs. For the binary LDPC codes, if the messages

are represented in log-likelihood ratios (LLR's), then the BP algorithm can be simplified to

several algorithms with low decoding complexity.

3.1 BP Algorithm

For LDPC codes with Tanner graphs, the BP decoding includes two steps in each

iteration: (1) processing in check nodes; and (2) processing in bit nodes. During each

iteration, all check nodes receive messages from their neighbor bit nodes, process them,

and send back updated messages to the neighbor bit nodes; then the same procedure takes

place for all bit nodes.

The decoding of LDPC codes is decentralized. Each check node (or bit node)

can be regarded as a processor, and the processings in all the check nodes (or bit nodes) are

carried out simultaneously. This enables us to build high speed LDPC decoders with full

parallel structure. However, large circuit areas are required for the full parallel implemen

tation. On the other hand, the decoding of turbo codes can be implemented with sliding

windows in a serial manner, which needs lower hardware requirements but causes larger

delay in turbo decoding.

The BP algorithm can be called the probabilistic BP algorithm and the LLR BP

algorithm, depending on how to represent messages. For the probabilistic BP algorithm, all

messages are represented in probabilities. This is the general form of the BP algorithm, and

also works for non-binary LDPC codes with symbols over GF(q), q > 2. Alternatively, for

the binary LDPC codes, messages are represented by LLR values, and consequently the BP

algorithm is called the LLR BP algorithm. Some reduced complexity decoding algorithms

can be derived from the LLR BP algorithm, and will be addressed in the next section of

this chapter.
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3.1.1 Probabilistic BP Algorithm

For the transmission model, we assume binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) mod

ulation, which maps a codeword c = (C1' C2,' . " CN) into a transmitted sequence s =

(Sl' S2, ... , SN), according to Sn = (_l)Cn , for n = 1,2, ... ,N. Then s is transmitted over

a memoryless channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power

spectral density ~ W/Hz. After the demodulator, the received value corresponding to Sn

is Yn = Sn + lin, where lin is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance

~. The decoding is based on the received sequence y = (Y1' Y2, ... , YN) and the decoded

sequence is denoted as c.
We denote the set of bits that participate in check m by N (m) = {n : H mn = I}.

Similarly, we define the set of checks in which bit n participates as M (n) = {m : Hmn =

I}. In terms of Tanner graph, N (m) is the set of all bit nodes connected to check node m,

and M (n) is the set of all check nodes connected to bit node n. We also denote N (m) \ n as

the setN(m) with bit n excluded, and M(n)\m as the set M(n) with check m excluded.

For regular LDPC codes, we have IN(m) I = dc and IM(n) I = dv ·

let us define the following notations associated with a given iteration:

• f~: The probability derived from the received value Yn that bit n is x (x = 0 or 1).

For AWGN channel with the conditional probability density functions (pdf's)

Po

and P1

f~ can be computed by

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

• r;;'n: The probability that bit n is x if check sum m is satisfied and other bits {n' :

n' E N(m)\n} of check sum m have distribution given by the probabilities {q;;'nl :

n' E N (m) \ n}, which are delivered by the previous iteration. For a specific pair of

m and n, r;;'n is a message sent from check node m to bit node n, given {q;;'nl : n' E

N (m) \ n}, i.e., all the messages entering check node m except that from bit node n.
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• q~n: The probability that bit n is x given f;, and the information {r~'n : m' E

M (n) \ m} obtained by all checks checked on bit n except for check m. For a specific

pair of m and n, q~n is a message sent from bit node n to check node m given

{r~'n : m' E M(n)\m}, i.e., all the messages entering bit node n except that from

bit node m.

• q~: The a posteriori information computed at each iteration that bit n is x given f;,
and the information obtained by all checks orthogonal on bit n. This is for hard

decision of bit n at the end of each iteration.

For each iteration, we have the a priori information {f;,} obtained from the received values

{Yn}, and the extrinsic information {q~n} delivered by the previous iteration. We need to

update {q~n} as the extrinsic information for the next iteration, and compute {q~} for the

decision of the current iteration. The standard BP algorithm for LDPC codes is elaborated

in [16, 18]. We summarize the probabilistic BP algorithm as below.

Initialization: For each n, initialize f~ and f~ with (3.1.3); for each m and each n E

M(n), set q~n = f~ and q:nn = f~.

Iterative processing: For each iteration, process the following three steps.

1. Horizontal step (processing in check nodes):

For each check node m and all its neighbor bit nodes n E N (m), update r~n

by

(3.1.4)

1r mn

or mn ~ (1 + II (q~n' - q~n'))
n'EN(m)\n

~ (1- II (q~n' - q~n'))
n'EN(m)\n

2. Vertical step (processing in bit nodes):

For each bit node n and all its neighbor check nodes m E M(n), update q~n

by

amnf~ II r~'n
m'EM(n)\m

amnf~ II r~'n
m'EM(n)\m

(3.1.5)
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where a mn is a normalization factor such that q~n + q~n = 1.

For each n, update q~ and q~ for hard decision by

1
0 - fO II 0qn - an n rm'n

m'EM(n)

q~ = anf~ II r~'n'
m'EM(n)

where an is a normalization factor such that q~ + q~ = 1.

(3.1.6)

3. Hard decision and stopping criterion test:

(i) Create e = [cn] such that cn = 0 if q~ > q~, and cn = 1 otherwise.

(ii) If He = 0 then eis considered as a valid decoded word and the decoding

process ends; if the number of iterations exceeds some maximum number

and eis not a valid codeword, a failure is declared and the decoding process

ends; otherwise the decoding repeats from Step 1.

3.1.2 LLR BP Algorithm

Instead of probabilities, the messages passing in the BP decoding can be repre

sented by LLR's. The different forms of representation do not lead to loss of information,

and if round off errors are ignored, both algorithms achieve the same performance.

Define

Fn
/':,. f~

(3.1.7)- In f~ ,

0

Lmn
/':,. 1 rmn (3.1.8)n-

1
- ,

rmn
0

Zmn
/':,. I qmn (3.1.9)- n-

1
- ,

qmn

Zn
/':,. q~

(3.1.10)ln l ·
qn

For an AWGN channel with conditional pdf's (3.1.2), Fn is initialized with

4
Fn = N

o
Yn .
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For each iteration, {Zmn} and {Lmn } are the messages sent from bit node m to check node

n and the messages sent from check node n to bit node m, respectively, in place of the

{(r~n, r~n)} and {(q~n, q~n)} in the probabilistic BP algorithm.

The r:::nn, q:::nn and q~ are implied in their LLR representations, and can be ex

pressed by the corresponding LLR values. For example, given Fn , we can obtain fo =

eFn / (eFn + 1) and h = 1/(eFn + 1). Then it is a straightforward exercise to rewrite the

probabilistic BP algorithm in the previous section with messages represented in LLR's, and

obtain the LLR BP algorithm in the following.

Initialization: For each n, initialize Fn with (3.1.11); for each m and each n E M(n), set

Zmn = Fn.

Iterative processing: For each iteration, process the following three steps.

1. Processing in check nodes (refer to Figure 3.1 (a)):

For each check node m and each bit node n connected to check node m, n E

N(m), update

Lmn = 2tanh-1
( II tanh (Z;n

l

))

n'EN(m)\n
(3.1.12)

2. Processing in bit nodes (refer to Figure 3.1 (b)):

For each bit node n and each check node m connected to bit node n, m E

M(n), update

Zmn = Fn + L Lm'n .
m'EM(n)\m

For each bit node n update Zn for hard decision by

Zn = Fn + L Lmn ·
mEM(n)

(3.1.13)

(3.1.14)

3. Hard decision and stopping criterion test:

(i) Create C= [cn] such that cn = 0 if Zn > 0, and cn = 1 otherwise.

(ii) Same as Step 3 (ii) in the probabilistic BP algorithm described in the previ

ous section.
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bit nodes
:N(m)

bit node

n

(a)

check node

m

check nodes
5W(n)

Lm2n check nodes
~

---...,....~------"-----\ 5W(n)

(c)

Figure 3.1: (a) Processing in check nodes; (b) Processing in bit nodes; (c) Processing in bit
nodes with the iterative APP algorithm.
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3.2 Simplified LLR BP Algorithms

Based on the LLR BP algorithm, some approximation can be made to simplify

the decoding. The simplification may take place in check node processing, or in bit node

processing, or in both. Consequently, we obtain the following three simplified algorithms

of the LLR BP algorithm.

3.2.1 BP-Based Algorithm - Simplified Processing in Check Nodes

Since both tanh(x) and tanh-1(x) are odd functions, with the properties

tanh(x) = sgn(x)· tanh(lxl)

and

tanh-1(x) = sgn(x)· tanh-1(lxl) ,

the processing in check nodes with (3.1.12) can be expressed by

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2)

Lmn = 2tanh-1 ( II sgn(Zmnl)' II tanh (IZ;nll))
n'EN(m)\n n'EN(m)\n

II sgn(Zmnl)' 2tanh-1 ( II tanh (IZ;nll)) . (3.2.3)
n'EN(m)\n n'EN(m)\n

With (3.2.3), Lmn is represented in a sign-magnitude form. Furthermore, since tanh(lxl)

is between 0 and 1, and is monotonically increasing function of lxi, the following approxi

mation can be taken,

II tanh (IZmnll) ~
n'EN(m)\n 2

(
IZmnll)min tanh --

n'EN(m)\n 2

(

min IZmnll)
tanh nlEN(m)~n . (3.2.4)

Hence the sign-magnitude representation of Lmn in (3.2.3) can be approximated by

II sgn(Zmnl) . min IZmnlI .
n'EN(m)\n n'EN(m)\n
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If we modify the LLR BP algorithm by merely replacing (3.1.12) with (3.2.5)

in check node processing, we obtain the BP-based algorithm. Note that the BP-based al

gorithm in [31] is essentially the same as described above although the representation is

different. The BP-based algorithm is also essentially equivalent to the min-sum algorithm

[22] or the max-product algorithm [38] in other literature, despite their different appear-

ances.

The BP-based algorithm with (3.2.5) is much simpler than the BP algorithm,

since only comparisons and additions are needed in check node processing and bit node

processing. The product of the signs in (3.2.5) can be easily calculated by modulo 2 addi

tion (XOR) of the hard decisions of all {Zmnt : n' E N(m)\n}. The minimum magnitude

can be found by comparison. In fact, for each check node m, only the smallest and the next

smallest magnitudes of the input messages need to be identified in order to obtain all the

output messages {Lmn : n E N (m)}, as pointed by Tanner in [21].

For AWGN channel, another advantage for the simplified check node processing

with (3.2.5) is that the estimation of the channel is unnecessary for the decoder. The con

stant ~o in (3.1.11) has no effects on the iterative decoding process and can be omitted.

Thus the decoding algorithm is universal. This is analogous to the Max-Log-MAP and

SOYA algorithm for turbo decoding.

In summary, if we modify the LLR BP algorithm by initializing Fn with Fn =

Yn and replacing (3.1.12) with (3.2.5) in check node processing, we obtain the BP-based

algorithm. As expected, with the approximation in check node processing, the BP-based

algorithm degrades in performance compared to the BP algorithm. The performances of

the BP-based algorithm for different families ofLDPC codes are illustrated in Section 3.3.

3.2.2 Iterative APP Algorithm - Simplified Processing in Bit Nodes

In the LLR BP algorithm, the processing in each bit node n includes two calcu

lations: (i) for each check node m connected to it, following (3.1.13), the a priori message

Fn is added to the incoming messages from all check nodes connected to it except for that

from check node m, such that Zmn, the outgoing message to check node m, is somewhat
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uncorrelated with the incoming message Lmn from check node m; (ii) following (3.1.14),

the a priori message Fn is added to all the messages from check nodes M (n) to obtain the

a posteriori information Zn used to make hard decision for bit n.

The bit node processing of the LLR BP algorithm is quite simple, and only ad

ditions are involved. We can further simplify the bit node processing by only doing cal

culation (ii) to compute Zn's. Then the Zn's are not only used for hard decision, but also

substituted for all Zmn (m E M(n)), as shown in Figure 3.1 (c). With this simplification

in bit node processing, the BP algorithm is simplified to the iterative a posteriori probabil

ity (APP) algorithm. Indeed, correlation is introduced between the bidirectional messages

along each edge with the iterative APP algorithm. On the other hand, the computational

complexity and storage size of the iterative APP algorithm can be greatly reduced since we

only need to compute and store one value for each bit node. Note that this decoding can be

viewed as an iterative implementation of [34].

3.2.3 APP-Based Algorithm - Simplified Processing in Both Nodes

If simplifications are taken in both check node processing and bit node process

ing, we obtain the iterative APP-based algorithm. As the BP-based algorithm, the APP

based algorithm is universal for AWGN channel, and the Fn is initialized with Fn = Yn.

3.3 Decoding Performance of BP Algorithm and Its Vari

ations

3.3.1 Performance of Regular LDPC Codes

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 demonstrate the bit error performances for a (504,252) and a

(1008,504) regular LDPC codes under the BP algorithm and its simplified versions. The

parity-check matrices of these two codes are taken from [40] and both have (dv, de) =

(3,6) and code rate 1/2. The simulation results show that the BP algorithm offers the

best performance. However, the BP-based algorithm has a good tradeoff between the error

performance and the decoding complexity for these two codes. At BER=10-5 and with
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maximum iteration number itmax = 200, the BP-based algorithm has only 0.2 to 0.3 dB

degradation in performance compared to the BP decoding. For the iterative APP and APP

based algorithms, due to large correlation introduced by the simplified bit node processing,

they have much worse performance. itmax = 20 is taken for these two simplified algorithms

as there is no noticeable improvement with more iterations. Note that at high SNR values,

the iterative APP-based algorithm has better performance than the iterative APP algorithm,

although the check node processing in the APP-based algorithm is only an approximation of

that in the APP algorithm. We believe that that the simplified processing in the check nodes

can reduce the correlation and thus produce better performance despite its inaccuracy.

Figure 3.4 plots the BER performance of an (8000, 4000) regular LDPC code,

also from [40] and with (dv, de) = (3,6). Compared to the previous two codes, the per

formances of the BP algorithm and the BP-based algorithm become better for this longer

code, but the gap between these two algorithms increases to about 0.5 dB at BER=10-5 and

itmax = 100. For comparison, we plot the performance thresholds under the BP algorithm

and the BP-based algorithm for regular LDPC codes with (dv, de) = (3,6) and infinite

code length. The thresholds are obtained by "density evolution", which will be introduced

in later chapters. With infinite code length, the gap between the performance of the BP

algorithm and the BP-based algorithm is about 0.6 dB.

3.3.2 Performance of DSC Codes

Figure 3.5 and 3.6 depict the bit error performance of the (273, 191) and the

(l057, 813) DSC codes, which are essentially two PG-LDPC codes. It has been shown

in [27] that the (273, 191) DSC code outperforms regular LDPC codes with the same

code length and dimension by 0.5 dB or so. For these two DSC codes, although the BP

algorithm provides the best performance, the performance of the iterative APP algorithm

is only slightly worse than that of the BP algorithm. The reasons lie on two aspects. First,

for the DSC codes, with the BP decoding, the correlation in messages passing from one

iteration to another is large since there are a lot of short cycles with length 6 on their

Tanner graphs. In fact, for the two DSC codes, it can be shown that every bit node or

check node on their Tanner graphs is involved in a girth of length 6. Second, since bit
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node degrees of the DSC codes are usually very large, the correlation introduced by the

iterative APP decoding is not as predominant as that for the regular LDPC codes, and the

iterative APP algorithm performs better to the DSC codes than to the regular LDPC codes.

The excellent performance of the DSC codes is mainly due to the larger number of check

sums checked on each bit. However, if simplification is taken in the check node processing,

the resultant BP-based or iterative APP-based algorithms have much worse performances

due to the inaccurate processing in the check nodes. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that the

performances of the BP-based decoding ore aPP-based decoding is about 1.0 dB worse

than those of the BP decoding. For these two decoding algorithms, itmax is set to 10 since

no further improvement can be achieved with more iterations.

For the DSC codes, since the correlation among the messages is very significant,

the BP algorithm is no longer an optimum decoding algorithm, because it is optimum only

for loop-free graphs with no correlation among the messages entering each node. There

are possible ways to improve the performance of the BP decoding for the DSC codes. For

example, we found that in calculating L mn with (3.1.12), if the functions j(x) = tanh(x/2)
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and f -1 (x) = 2 tanh-1 (x) are replaced by two less accurate ones, !LA (x) and f i.:-1 (x),

respectively, defined as

and

!
tanh(~),

!LA(X) = tanh(;5),

tanh(2)'

Ixl ~ 5;

x < -5;

x> -5,

(3.3.1)

!
2tanh-1(x), Ixl ~ tanh(~);

fil(x) = 5, x > tanh(~);

-5 x < - tanh(Q)
, 2 '

(3.3.2)

then better performance can be obtained after the first iteration. Figure 3.7 compares the

error performance of the less accurate BP algorithm and the accurate one for the (273, 191)

DSC code. We can see that the less accurate BP algorithm converges much faster than

the accurate one. With itmax = 30, the less accurate BP decoding is more than 0.3 dB

better than the accurate one at BER=10-5. Similar results are observed for the 0057, 813)

DSC code and are shown in Figure 3.8. We believe that the less accurate BP algorithm

can somehow reduce the correlation in the iterative decoding and make improvement in

performance, just like the iterative APP-based algorithm has better performance than the

iterative APP algorithm for the regular LDPC codes at high SNR values. However, the less

accurate BP decoding does not work well for the regular LDPC codes.
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Chapter 4

Improved Algorithms for LDPC

Decoding

The simplified versions of the BP algorithm, especially the BP-based algorithm

and the APP-based algorithm, are more suitable to hardware implementation, because the

complicated hyperbolic tangent functions are eliminated by approximation, and only ad

ditions and comparisons are required. Unfortunately, the simulation results show that the

simplified processing in check nodes and/or in bit nodes cause degradations in performance

compared to the BP algorithm. For the BP-based algorithm, although the degradation is

only 0.2 to 0.3 dB for (dv, de) = (3,6) LDPC codes with short code lengths, it increases up

to 0.6 dB with long code lengths. What is worse, for DSC codes with larger row and col

umn weights, the BP-based algorithm causes a performance degradation as high as 1 dB.

In general, for a given code length, the larger the column or row weight, the larger the

performance degradation, and for fixed column and row weights, the longer the code, the

larger the performance degradation.

It is of practical importance to devise improved versions of the BP-based algo

rithm. These new improved algorithms are expected to significantly bridge the performance

gap between the BP-based algorithm and the BP algorithm, with slightly increased decod

ing complexity.

In this chapter, we consider improvements to the simplification in the check node

processing. First, the simplified processing in the check node is compared with the unsim

plified one, and some statements are made on the relationship between these two different
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processings. Based on these statements, two possible measures are proposed to improve the

accuracy of the simplified processing, which lead to two improved BP-based algorithms,

namely the normalized BP-based algorithm and the offset BP-based algorithm. We then

introduce a simple method to determine the normalization factors based on the first itera

tion. Furthermore, the normalization approach is applied to the APP-based algorithm, and

the resultant normalized APP-based algorithm is shown to give very good tradeoff for the

DSC codes.

4.1 Check Node Processing in Different Algorithms

Before seeking any improvement to the approximated BP-based algorithms, we

present deeper insight into the difference between the BP algorithm and its simplified ver

sions. We first investigate the difference between the soft outputs of the check node deliv

ered by the BP-based and the BP algorithms.

If we keep the constant ~o in initializing {Fn } in the BP-based algorithm, then at

the first iteration, the incoming messages to each check node are the same to both the BP

based algorithm and the BP algorithm. For a certain pair of m, n, denote L 1 and L 2 as the

value L mn computed by the BP algorithm with (3.1.12), and the BP-based algorithm with

(3.2.5), respectively. Then we can prove the following two statements about the relationship

between L 1 and L 2 •

Statements :

1. The values L1 and L2 have the same sign, i.e., sgn(L1 ) = sgn(L2 );

2. The magnitude of L 2 is always greater than that of L 1 , i.e., IL2 1> IL1 1.

The first statement readily follows from the sign-magnitude representation of Lmn in (3.1.12)

and its approximated representation in (3.2.5). Actually, L mn is the a posteriori LLR of bit

n given {Zmnl : n' E N(m)\n} and check sum m. The hard decision of either L1 or L2,

together with the hard decisions of {Zmnl : n' E N (m) \ n}, should satisfy the constraint

of check sum m. The value of L 2 would be a very bad approximation of L 1 if they had

different signs.
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To prove the second statement, we notice that

(
IZ I) (

min IZmn/l)II tanh ;nl < tanh n/EN(m)~n ,
n/EN(m)\n

(4.1.1)

as 0 < tanh(x) < 1 for x > o. Furthermore, since tanh-1 (x) is a monotonically increasing

function, we have

2tanh-1
( II tanh (IZ;n/I))

n/EN(m)\n

which means IL1 1 < IL2 1.

( (

min IZmn'I))< 2 tanh-1 tanh n/EN(m)~n

min IZmn/l (4.1.2)n/EN(m)\n

The above two statements show that for the same incoming messages to a check

node, the simplified processing in check nodes always produces outgoing messages with

the same hard decisions as those of the BP decoding, but overestimated reliability values.

This suggests us to seek ways to improve the accuracy of the simplified processing in

check nodes by decreasing the magnitudes of the outgoing messages, and thus improve the

performance of the BP-based algorithm.

4.2 Two Improvements of the Check Node Processing

Based on the two statements derived in the previous section, we consider two

possible techniques to improve the check node processing of the BP-based algorithm, with

which we obtain the following two improved BP-based algorithms.

4.2.1 Normalized BP-Based Algorithm

To decrease the magnitude of L 2 , it is natural to think about dividing IL2 1 by a

scaling factor, i.e., the outgoing message Lmn from check node m to bit node n is updated

by

(4.2.1)
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where a is a normalization factor greater than 1.

The BP-based algorithm with normalization in check node processing is named

the normalized BP-based algorithm. To obtain the best performance, a should vary from

one iteration to another, and depends on SNR values. However, to make the algorithm as

simple as possible, and thus facilitate the implementation as well as the analysis, we keep

only one normalization factor for all iterations and all SNR values.

With only one normalization factor, the normalized BP-based remains universal.

Whether the input messages are received values Yn or LLR's J
o
Yn, the decoder provides

the same performance.

4.2.2 Offset BP-Based Algorithm

Another approach to improve the accuracy of the simplified check node process

ing by the BP-based algorithm is to reduce the reliability of L mn by a positive constant {3,

in the following way:

Lmn f- sgn(Lmn ) . max(ILmnl - {3, 0) . (4.2.2)

Note that all extrinsic messages with reliability values smaller than {3 are set to 0, such that

they have no contribution to the following bit node processing.

The BP-based algorithm with offsetting L mn in the check node processing is

named the offset BP-based algorithm. As in the case of the normalized BP-based algorithm,

{3 should be changed with iteration numbers to achieve the best possible performance. In

stead, for simplicity again, we keep it fixed.

The performances of these two improved BP-based algorithms depend on the

choice of the decoder parameter, a or {3. For a specific LDPC code, different values of a

and {3 are expected to bring different error performances. Our next step is to propose good

criterions to determine good a and {3 values with which the normalized BP-based algorithm

and the offset BP-based algorithm, respectively, can provide the best performances. In the

next section, we provide a simple criterion to determine the normalization factor a based

on the first iteration. In the next chapter, We utilize a more advanced tool, the density

evolution, to derive the optimal decoder parameters for the normalized BP-based and the
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offset BP-based algorithms. Both approaches are complementary, depending on the type

of LDPC codes considered.

4.3 A Simple Approach to Determine Normalization Fac

tors

4.3.1 Derivation of Normalization Factors

Following the discussion in the previous section, a possible criterion to determine

the normalization faction a is to force the mean of the normalized magnitude IL21/a to

equal the mean of the magnitude ILll, i.e.,

E(IL2 1)
a = E(ILll) . (4.3.1)

The normalization factor a that makes IL 2 1/ a equal to ILli on the average sense may not

be the best, but it seems a quite reasonable choice.

We first determine the normalization factors for the first iteration. The accuracy

of the soft values {Zmn} delivered by the first iteration after the check node processing not

only directly affects the performance of the second iteration, but also influences the error

probability of the overall decoding. For the LLR BP algorithm, before the first iteration,

each Zmn is initialized to ~o Yn (we keep the constant ~o for BP-based algorithm in the

analysis). For convenience, we denote {Xi: i = 1,2, ... , W} = {Zmnl : n' E N(m)\n},

where W = de - 1. Then X/s are independent, identically distributed (iid) random vari

ables. The probability density function (pdf) of Xi depends on the SNR and the code rate.

We can also write

E (2 tanh-
l (g tanh C~il)))

E(min(IXll, IX2 1, ... , IXwl)) .

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

The normalization factors can be obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. We first generate

the random vectors {Xl, X 2 , ..• , X w }, and then calculate the means of ILll and IL2 1 sta

tistically based on (4.3.2) and (4.3.3). The factor a is then obtained from (4.3.1). We can
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also calculate E(!L11) and E(IL2 1) by the theory of probabilities, which provides a much

faster way to obtain the normalization factors.

First, we calculate E(IL2 1). Let Yi = lXii, i = 1,2, ... , W, so that the pdf of Yi
is

fy; (y) (JXi(Y) + fXi(-Y))U(Y)

2 . fx;(y)u(y) , (4.3.4)

where f Xi ( .) is the pdf of Xi (assumed symmetrical with respect to 0) and U (y) is a unit

step function of y. It follows

Pr(min(YJ., Y2, ... ,Yw ) > y)

Pr{Y1 > y, Y2 > y, ... ,Yw > y}

[Pr(Y1 > y)]w .

The last equality in (4.3.5) follows from the fact that {Yi} are iid random variables.

Since IL2 1 > 0, we can write

E(!L2 1) = 10
00

Pr(IL2 1 > y)dy ,

so that combining (4.3.5) and (4.3.6), for the AWGN,

(4.3.5)

(4.3.6)

(4.3.7)

The second integration in (4.3.7) can be omitted and finally we obtain

{IL [ (J-t - Y) (J-t + Y)] WE(IL2 1) ~ 10 1 - Q -a- + Q -a- dy , (4.3.8)

where J-t = 4/No, a2 = 8/No (since Zmn = J
o

Yn after initialization) and Q(x) =

vk Ix
oo e-x2

/
2dx.
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To obtain E(!L11), define

(4.3.9)

Then using a Taylor's series, we have

Note that (3, (33, (35, ... in (4.3.10) have the same signs, so that

E(IL11) = E(lln~~~I)
2 f {E(I(31

2k
-

1
)}

k=l 2k - 1

Let mk = E(I(3l k). Since {Xi} are iid random variables, we get

[E(tanh(IX11/2)k)]W

[E(tanh(Yd2)k)]W .

(4.3.10)

(4.3.11)

(4.3.12)

With the knowledge of the pdf of JIi, mk is readily computed based on (4.3.12). Then from

(4.3.11), we obtain

(4.3.13)

The first few terms of (4.3.13) are generally enough to give a very good estimation

of E(IL11) in most cases. Combined with the value E(IL2 1) given in (4.3.8), we can obtain

theoretical values of the normalization factors.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the normalization factors we obtain for some LDPC

codes with different code rates and different values of W, both by simulation and by the

oretical analysis. In calculating (4.3.13), we take the first five terms into account. We

observe that generally, the results are very close. However, for the code rate R = 1/2 and

SNR values greater than 3 dB, the higher order terms in (4.3.13) can not be omitted. In that

case the first five terms in (4.3.13) do not give a good enough theoretical estimates, and
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more terms need to be added to calculate E(IL11).

With the normalization factors determined at the first iteration, the normalized

BP-based algorithm usually performs better than the BP-based algorithm. However, even

better performance may be obtained by slightly changing the factors, since the optimum

normalization factor over all iterations may not be that determined based on the first itera

tion. Nevertheless, the normalization factors of the first iteration give us some information

about the proper normalization factors for the overall iterative decoding, and may help us

look for improved normalization factors heuristically. Moreover, we can choose a factor in

the range of SNR values whose corresponding bit error rate (BER) for BP decoding is about

10-3 to 10-4 and keep it for all SNR values. This "one factor to one code" correspondence

implies that the normalized BP-based algorithm becomes independent of No, conserving

the important universal property of the BP-based algorithm.

4.3.2 Simulation Results

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 depict the bit error performances of the (273, 191) and (l057,

813) DSC codes, respectively. We choose the factor 2.0 for the first code and 4.0 for the sec

ond one based on the above discussion and Figure 4.1. Note that in circuit design, a division

by 2.0 or 4.0 corresponds to a register shift of one position or two positions, respectively.

As a result, these two factors may be particularly useful in hardware implementation. For

these two DSC codes, the results show that at BER's below 10-3, the normalized BP-based

algorithm outperforms the BP-based algorithm by about 1 dB, and has a performance very

close to that of the BP algorithm 1. Furthermore, compared to the BP algorithm, the nor

malized BP-based algorithm is more stable to numerical problems such as round off errors

and clipped values, which is a property inherited from the BP-based algorithm.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 depict the bit error performances of a (504, 252) and a (l008,

504) regular LDPC codes, respectively. We choose the factor 1.4 for both of them, based on

the above discussion and Figure 4.2. For these two codes, even with the factor determined

based on the first iteration, the normalized BP-based algorithm can still provides perfor-

1We take the less accurate BP algorithm as described in Section 3.3.2 since it provides better performance.
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Figure 4.3: Performance of the (273, 191) DSC code with normalized BP-based algorithm
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mances close to those of the BP algorithm at itmax = 200. At itmax = 20, the normalized

BP-based even performs better than the BP algorithm.

The simulations show that for DSC codes and regular LDPC codes with short

lengths, the decoding performance of the normalized BP-based algorithm is not very sensi

tive to the normalization factor, and even with normalization factors determined at the first

iteration, a performance very close to that of BP decoding can be achieved. Regular LDPC

codes with long code lengths are much more sensitive to the choice of a, however, and

the value a determined based on the first iteration is far from the best possible. A better

approach to determine the normalization factors for long LDPC codes is addressed in the

next chapter, and the reasons of this behavior are elaborated based on the obtained results.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of a (504, 252) LDPC code with normalized BP-based algorithm
(a = 1.4).

4.4 Normalized Iterative APP-Based Algorithm

For conventional LDPC codes, the iterative APP algorithm has much worse per

formance than that of the BP algorithm. For example, for the (504, 252) and (l008, 504)
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Figure 4.6: Performance of a (1008, 504) LDPC code with normalized BP-based algorithm
(a = 1.4).

Gallager codes with (dv, de) = (3,6), the performance with the iterative APP algorithm is

more than 1.0 dB worse than that of the BP algorithm. However, for the DSC codes, the

iterative APP algorithm is only slightly inferior to the BP algorithm. The gap between the

error performances of the BP decoding and the iterative APP decoding is only about 0.2 dB

for the (273, 191) DSC code. Reasons for this difference have been given in Section 3.3.2.

The iterative APP algorithm can tremendously reduce the storage requirement

and computational complexity of the BP decoding. For example, for the (1057,813) DSC

code with dv = de = 33, ifBP decoding is adopted in a straightforward way, then 1057 x 33

units are needed to store {Zmn} and the same amount of units are needed to store {Lmn }.

Other more computationally efficient approaches are also possible, but at the expense of a

complexity increase in implementation. However, with iterative APP algorithm, we only

need 1057 and 1057 x 33 units to store {Zn} and {Lmn }, respectively. Hence, the total

storage is only reduced by nearly one half. The decoding is also faster since the processing

in bit nodes is greatly simplified. The decoder design can therefore be simplified with

reduction in decoder structure and computation.
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, the iterative APP algorithm can be further

simplified to iterative APP-based algorithm if the processing in check nodes is approx

imated with (3.2.5). Unfortunately, for geometric LDPC codes, the performance of the

iterative APP-based decoding is much worse than that of iterative APP decoding. Conse

quently, the approximation and resulting complexity reduction is paid at the expense of a

severe performance degradation. Fortunately, this degradation can be reclaimed with the

same normalization approach as that for the BP-based algorithm. Since for these codes,

the values a are chosen as factors of 2, the offset-based algorithm has no advantage and is

omitted.

The simulation results for the DSC codes under the normalized APP-based algo

rithm are remarkably good. Figure 4.7 depicts the BER and WER of the (273, 191) DSC

code under the normalized APP-based algorithm with a = 2.0. The performance of the

normalized APP-based algorithm converges fast, and there is not much improvement after

30 iterations. Compared to the BP algorithm, the degradation in performance is only about

0.15 dB. The error performance of the normalized APP-based algorithm for the (l057, 813)

DSC code is shown in Figure 4.8, with a = 4.0. For this code, the performance gap be

tween itmax = 30 and itmax = 500 is bigger than that for the (273, 191) DSC code. If we

compare the performance with that of the iterative APP algorithm, we found the normal

ized APP-based algorithm performs even better. It is not too surprising, though, since we

believe the normalized APP-based algorithm can reduce the correlation effects introduced

in the iterative decoding, and hence improve the decoding performance. In fact, for this

code, normalized APP-based decoding even outperforms normalized BP-based decoding

for 500 iterations (see Figure 4.4).

For LDPC codes with short code lengths, the normalized APP-based algorithm

can still provide good tradeoffs with normalization factors larger than those derived for

BP-based decoding. This can be explained by the fact that for such codes, APP-based

decoding is more subject to correlation effects than BP-based decoding, and larger scaling

factors are needed to compensate for the increase in correlations. The smaller the check

node degree dv , the larger the influence of correlation in APP-based decoding. Figure 4.9

shows the bit error performance of different algorithms for a regular (504, 252) LDPC
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code. If we choose the scaling factor a = 1.4, based on Figure 4.1, there are improvements

for both the normalized BP-based algorithm and the the normalized APP-based algorithms.

However, with this factor, the performance of the normalized APP-based algorithm is still

much worse than that of BP and normalized BP-based algorithms, since due to the small

check node degree dv = 3, the correlation introduced by approximating BP with APP is

very serious. By increasing this factor to a = 2.6, the normalized iterative APP-based

algorithm can achieve its best performance which is only about 0.3 dB worse than that of

the BP algorithm.

. . . . ... . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . , . . .

::::::::::::: ..

+ BP 1000 itr
o APP-based 50 itr
o Normalized BP-based 200 itr, factor=1.4
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10-5 ,

10-4 ,"""'''':';"............... . . . . .. . . . .... ..
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Figure 4.9: Performance of the (504, 252) LDPC code with the normalized APP-based
algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Optimizing Decoder Parameters by

Density Evolution

In this chapter, density evolution, a powerful analytical method for massage

passing decoding, is introduced, and the density evolution algorithms for the normalized

BP-based and offset BP-based algorithms are derived to optimize the decoder parameters

of the improved algorithms.

5.1 Introduction to Density Evolution

Density evolution, elaborated in [23], is an effective numerical method to analyze

the performance of message passing iterative decoding algorithms based on graphs. The

idea for this method can be traced back to Gallager's paper [16]. To determine the perfor

mance of a bit flipping algorithm, Gallager derived formulas to calculate the output BER

for each iteration as a function of the input BER at the beginning of the iteration, and then

iteratively calculate the BER at a given iteration. For continuous alphabet, the calculation

is more complicated. The probability density functions (pdf's) of the messages passing

from bit nodes to check nodes and vice versa, need to be calculated from one iteration to

another, and the average BER for each iteration can be derived based on the pdf's.

In either check node processing or bit node processing, each outgoing message

is a function of a number of incoming messages. For a check node with degree dc, each
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outgoing message L can be expressed by a function of de -1 incoming messages (with one

incoming message along the same edge as the outgoing message excluded), i.e.,

(5.1.1)

Similarly, for a bit node of degree dv , each outgoing message Z can be expressed by a

function of dv - 1 incoming messages and the a priori information F of this bit,

(5.1.2)

The functions <I>eO and <I>vO depend on the decoding algorithm. For example, for the BP

algorithm,

(5.1.3)

and for the BP-based algorithm, <I>eO is simpler,

(5.1.4)

For both the BP algorithm and the BP-based algorithm, the function in bit node processing

is

dv -1

<I>v(F, L1, L2, .. " Ldv - 1) = F + L Li .
i=l

(5.1.5)

The density evolution is based on some symmetry conditions on the channel and

the decoding algorithm, as stated in [23].

Channel symmetry: The channel is output-symmetric if

(5.1.6)

Check node symmetry : In check node processing, the sign of an outgoing messages can

be factored out, i.e.,

dv -1

<I>e(Zl' Z2,"', Zdc-1) = II SgnZi' <I>e(I Z11, !Z21,···, IZdc-11) .
i=l
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Variable node symmetry : In bit node processing, the sign of an outgoing messages flips

if the signs of all the corresponding incoming messages flip, i.e.,

(5.1.8)

It has been proved in [23] that for a given message-passing algorithm based on the bipartite

graph, if the channel and the decoder satisfy the symmetry conditions stated above, then

the decoding BER is independent of the transmitted sequence s. In other words, with the

symmetry assumptions, the decoding BER of all-one transmitted sequence s = 1 is equal

to that of any randomly chosen sequence.

Another assumption for the density evolution is that the bipartite graph is loop

free. In that case, the incoming messages to any bit and check node are independent, and

the derivation for the pdf of the outgoing messages can be much simplified. Of course, for

an LDPC code with finite length, there exists a loop on the bipartite graph with a minimum

length, say, 2r, and the loop-free assumption does not hold after the rth iteration. However,

for a given iteration number, as the code length approaching infinity, the loop-free assump

tion hold up to that iteration number. Hence, the density evolution predict the asymptotic

performance of an ensemble of LDPC codes and the "asymptotic" is in the sense of code

length.

The basic idea of the density evolution is illustrated in Figure 5.1. For a specific

outgoing message of a check node in the rth iteration, it is a function of de - 1 indepen

dent identically distributed (iid) incoming messages to that check node obtained from the

previous iteration. Each of the de - 1 incoming messages is a function of dv - 1 messages.

We expand the bipartite graph into a tree of depth 2r. At the right-most side, the random

variables are the iid outputs of the channel, since all-one sequences are transmitted. With

the loop-free assumption, all the incoming messages to any bit node or check node are iid

random variables. The pdf's of L and Z evolve from one iteration to another, and the BER

at each iteration can be calculated based on the pdf's. The BER is anticipated to decrease

from one iteration to another.
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PzCz)

PzCz)

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the density evolution procedure.
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The key problem in density evolution is to derive algorithms to calculate the pdf

of the messages of the current iteration based on the pdf of the messages from the last

iteration. That is to say, in the check node processing, given the pdf Pz(z) of Zi and the

mapping (5.1.1), we should figure out a way to derive the pdf QL(Z) of L (see Figure 5.2);

and in the bit node processing, given the pdf's QdZ) and Pp(J), we need to derive the

updated pdf Pz(z) according to the function (5.1.2) (see Figure 5.3).

~
L

Figure 5.2: Density evolution for check node processing.

z

~
I

Figure 5.3: Density evolution for bit node processing.
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The algorithm to calculate the density evolution depends on decoding algorithms.

For BSC channels with bit-flipping algorithms, the density evolution algorithm is not very

hard to derive, since only Bernoulli random variables are involved. For the continuous case,

it is not so maneuverable. Fortunately, for the BP algorithm and the BP-based algorithm,

there are density evolution algorithms to carry out the calculation of the updated pdf's. The

density evolution algorithms for the BP and the BP-based algorithms will be introduced in

the following two sections.

Threshold phenomenon has been observed with density evolution [23]. For an

AWGN channel with noise variance a, under the BP decoding, the calculation shows that

there exits a threshold a*, such that if a < a*, i.e., the channel condition is better than

the threshold condition, the decoding BER approaches 0 with sufficient iteration number;

if a > a*, the BER converges to a value away from zero. The threshold phenomenon was

observed in other symmetric channels and with other message-passing decoding.

5.2 Density Evolution for BP decoding

The density evolution algorithm for the BP algorithm was first analytically de

rived in [23]. A different approach was devised in [25], based on table look-up. In addition,

an approximated algorithm with Gaussian approximation was introduced in [37]. In this

section, we only give brief introduction of the density evolution algorithms in [23] and [25].

First, in the bit node processing, any outgoing message Z is the sum of dv - 1

incoming messages {Li : i = 1,"', dv - 1} and the a prior information F, as (5.1.5).

With the loop-free graph assumption, the dv -1 incoming messages and F are independent.

Hence the pdf of L is the convolution of the pdf's of all the summands, i.e.,

Pz = PF 0 QL 0 QL 0··· QL .
... I..

dv-l fold

The convolution can be effectively implemented by fast Fourier transform (FFT).
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In the check node processing, the calculation is more complicated. We need to

derive the pdf QdZ) of a check node output L given de - 1 iid inputs Zi, i = 1, ' . ',de - 1,

with the pdf Pz(z) and the mapping

We can rewrite (5.2.2) as

(
dC-l (ZO))L = 2 tanh-1 g tanh i (5.2.2)

L

where

(

eZ; +1+ 1)II eZ; -1in -=t_.,.---- _

eZ; + 1II eZ; -1 -1
t

1Y sgn(Zil·! C~l ! (IZi I)) ,

!(z) = in e
Z

+ 1
eZ -1

(5.2.3)

(5.2.4)

(5.2.5)

for z > O. Note that the inverse function of !(z) is itself, i,e., !-l(Z) = !(z). If we

map Land Zi to another space GF(2) x [0, (0) by L -+ (sgn(L) , !(ILI)) and Zi -+

(sgn(Zi) , !(IZil)), respectively, then in the new space, the check node message map is

simply addition, with modulo-2 addition in the subspace GF(2). The calculation QL(l)

can be done by judicious use of FFT and change of measures. The detailed computation

process can be found in [23].

Another approach to calculate the pdf QL (l) given PZ (z) is based on the recursive

calculation of (5.2.2) with quantized alphabet [25]. Define a core operation as

'l/J(Zl' Z2) = 2 tanh-1(tanh ( ~l) .tanh ( ~2)) ,
then (5.2.2) can be computed by applying the core operation recursively, i.e.,

(5.2.6)

If Zi are quantized with finite levels, then the core operation (5.2.5) can be represented by

a two-dimensional table. Based on the table and the input quantized pdf Pz(z), we can
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recursively calculate the quantized pdf QL(l). Errors introduced by quantization would be

very small with enough quantization levels.

For AWGN channel, thresholds of the BP decoding for different ensembles of

regular LDPC codes are given in [23], based on the density evolution algorithms of the BP

decoding. The density evolution algorithm of the BP decoding is also used in [24, 25] to

design good irregular codes which can achieve better performances than the regular LDPC

codes.

5.3 Density Evolution for Iterative BP-Based Decoding

The density evolution of the BP-based algorithm can be found in [38, 35]. In the

following, we present it in a slightly different way, but the results are equivalent.

In the check node processing with the BP-based decoding, a specific output L is

a function of de - 1 iid random variables, Z = (Zl' Z2, ... , Zdc-l), with pdf Pz(z) and

the mapping

Similarly to the notations in [35], for x > 0, we define

(+oo
cP+(x) = lx Pz(z)dz

and

(5.3.1)

(5.3.2)

cP-(x) = i: Pz(z)dz . (5.3.3)

Note that cP+(x) and cP-(x) can be interpreted as the probabilities of Zi with magnitude

greater than x, and sign + and -, respectively. Given cP+(x) and cP-(x), the probability

distribution function (PDF) of L, FL(l), can be derived based on which the pdf of L can be

obtained consequently by taking the derivative of FL(l).

For l < 0, the event L :::; l is equivalent to: (1) there are odd number of negatives

in {Zj }; and (2) none of {Zj} has magnitude less than Ill. In other words,

Pr(L :::; l) = Pr{odd number of negative values in {Zd,

(5.3.4)
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Hence for 1< 0, the PDF of Lis

FL(l) = dfl (de - 1) .(cP_(IlI))k . (cP+(IlI))dc-l-k.
k=l k
k odd

Similarly, for 1> 0,

Fdl) = 1- E(do; 1) .(1)~(IlI))k. (1)+(IlI))d,,~l~'.
k even

(5.3.5)

(5.3.6)

(5.3.7)

Taking the derivative of FL(l) with respect to 1for both (5.3.5) and (5.3.6), we finally obtain

the pdf of L in a unified form as

Qdl) = de ~ 1 [(pz(l) + Pz(-l)) (cP+(Il1) + cP_(IlI))dc
-2

+ (Pz(l) - Pz(-l)) (cP+(lll) - cP_(IlI))dc -2] .

The detailed derivation of (5.3.7) can be found in Appendix A.

The density evolution procedure in bit nodes of the BP-based decoding is iden

tical to that of the BP decoding, since they have the same processing in bit node, which is

(5.1.5). The pdf Pz(z) of Z can be numerically computed withFFT.

5.4 Density Evolution for Normalized and Offset BP-Based

Decoding

With slight modifications, the density evolution procedure of the BP-based algo

rithm can be extended to the normalized BP-based and the offset BP-based algorithms.

5.4.1 Normalized BP-Based Algorithm

It is quite straightforward to modify the density evolution for the BP-based al

gorithm to take the normalization into account. The density evolution procedure in the bit

node update is the same as in the BP-based algorithm. In each check node update, we

first calculate Qdl) with (5.3.7), as for the BP-based decoding. Then Qdl) is modified

according to the normalization with (4.2.1), i.e.,

(5.4.1)
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Figure 5.4 illustrates an example of QL(l) before and after the normalization.
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Figure 5.4: An example of updated QL(l) after normalization.

5.4.2 Offset BP-Based Algorithm

To develop the density evolution of the offset BP-based algorithm, again the first

step in each check node update is the same as for the BP-based algorithm, and QL (l) is

calculated with (5.3.7). Then we need to modify QL(l) slightly in accordance with the

offset update (4.2.2). The update of QL (l) is

(5.4.2)

where Po = J~f3 QL(l)dl. Figure 5.5 illustrate the pdf of L before and after the offsetting.

In (5.4.2), an impulse function is introduced in the pdf Qdl) by updating Lmn

with (4.2.2). But it disappears in the pdf of Zmn after the processing in bit nodes with

(3.1.13), since the pdf of Fn is continuous. The existence of the impulse function in QL(l)

does not have too much effect on the density evolution in bit node processing and only

slight modifications are needed.
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5.5 Optimizing Decoder Parameters of Improved BP-Based

Decoding with Density Evolution

With the density evolution algorithm for the BP-based decoding, and the modified

algorithms for the normalized BP-based and the offset BP-based decoding, we can optimize

the decoder parameters by varying a or (3 in calculating the thresholds, and identify the

values of a or (3 which can provide the best performances.

We have performed numerical calculations of the thresholds for the normalized

and offset BP-based algorithms with different values a and (3 and different code ensembles.

The minimum target BER is set to 10-10 and the maximum iteration number is set to 100.

The results for three ensembles ofLDPC codes with rate ~ are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

With a properly chosen a or (3, these two improved algorithms can achieve performances

very close to that of the BP algorithm. The best possible thresholds are summarized in Ta

ble 5.1 for these three ensembles of LDPC codes of rate ~ and some other code ensembles.

The results are compared with those obtained for the BP [23] and the BP-based algorithms.
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For the regular LDPC codes, most of the gap between the BP and BP-based

decoding can be bridged by both improved methods. The normalized BP-based algorithm

slightly outperforms the offset BP-based algorithm, but may also be slightly more complex

to implement. Importantly, these results suggest that little additional improvements could

be achieved by allowing either a or f3 to change at each iteration for these families of

codes. Furthermore, little additional improvement is also expected by a two-dimensional

optimization which combines the two approaches.
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Figure 5.6: Threshold a as a function of normalization factor a for the normalized BP
based algorithm.

5.6 Simulation Results for Decoder Parameters by Den

sity Evolution

In this section, we will show some simulation results of the normalized BP-based

algorithm and the offset BP-based algorithm, with decoder parameters determined by the

density evolution.
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Table 5.1: Thresholds (in dB) for various decoding
algorithms.

BP
normalized offset

(dv, de) rate BP
-based

BP-based BP-based
a (J' f3 (J'

(3,6) 0.5 1.11 1.71 1.25 1.20 0.15 1.23
(4,8) 0.5 1.62 2.50 1.5 1.65 0.175 1.70
(5,10) 0.5 2.04 3.10 1.65 2.14 0.2 2.17
(3,5) 0.4 0.97 1.68 1.25 1.00 0.2 1.03
(4,6) 1/3 1.67 2.89 1.45 1.80 0.25 1.84
(3,4) 0.25 1.00 2.08 1.25 1.11 0.25 1.13
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In Figure 5.8, simulation results are plotted for an (8000, 4000) regular LDPC

code with (dv, de) = (3,6) [40], under various decoding algorithms. Although the code

length is far from infinity, we can still observe the effectiveness of the two improved BP

based algorithms for this moderately long code. For this code, the gap between the BP and

the BP-based algorithms is about 0.5 dB, close to the 0.6 dB gap with infinite code length.

However, with the normalized BP-based and the offset BP-based algorithms, the gap can

be reduced to about 0.05 to 0.1 dB with a = 1.25 and f3 = 0.15, respectively. The values

a = 1.25 and f3 = 0.15 correspond to the best parameters found for that family of codes in

Figures 5.6 and 5.7. For comparison, we also plot the performances of these two algorithms

with a = 1.6 and f3 = 0.25. The normalization factor a = 1.6 corresponds to that based on

the first itertion discussed in the last chapter. For this code length, these parameter choices

are not as good as the proposed ones.

Even for regular LDPC codes with medium and short code length, the normaliza

tion factors a and the offset values f3 obtained with the density evolution are still very good

choices to achieve performances close to those of the BP algorithm. Figure 5.9 depicts the

bit error performances of a (l008, 504) regular LDPC code [40] with (dv, de) = (3,6),

under the normalized BP-based and the offset BP-based algorithms, with a = 1.25 and

f3 = 0.15, respectively. At high SNR values, with both itmax = 20 and itmax = 20, the

two improved algorithms have performance even slightly better than that of the BP algo

rithm at high SNR values. The results are not surprising since we know that for regular

LDPC codes with medium or short code lengths, the BP algorithm is not optimum, due to

correlation among the messages passing around the iteration decoding. The two improved

BP-based algorithms must have some ability to reduce the negative effect of the correlation,

and outperform the BP algorithm for LDPC codes with short lengths.

For regular LDPC codes of short to medium length, both the proposed approach

and the approach of last chapter achieve comparable error performances. This is due to the

fact that the approach of [55] based on the first iteration tends to overestimate a, which

reveals to be useful to compensate for the correlation values introduced by loops in the

graph representation of the code.
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5.7 Extension to Irregular LDPC Codes

Density evolution algorithms for regular LDPC codes can be extended to irregular

LDPC codes in a straightforward way.

Suppose that an irregular LDPC codes have degree distribution polynomials A(x) =
dv de

L AjXj- 1 and p(x) = L plxj- 1, specifying the degree distributions of bit nodes and
j=1 j=1
check nodes, repectively, as described in Section 2.1. In the check node processing, sup-

pose the incomming messages to all check nodes with different degrees are iid random

variables with pdf Pz(z). Since the pdf's of the outgoing messages of check nodes with

different degrees are distinct, the overall pdf is the expectation of them. Suppose for check

nodes with degree j, the pdf of the outgoing messages is QL,j(l), then the average pdf of

the outgoing messages after the check node processing is

de

QL = LPjQL,j .
j=2

Similarly, after the bit node processing, the overall pdf of the outgoing messages is

dv

Pz = Pp ® L AjQ~(j-1)
j=2

(5.7.1)

(5.7.2)

Some degree distributions of irregular LDPC codes are listed in [24], which can

provide better performances than regular LDPC codes of the same code rates. We take

one pair of degree distributions for our experiment, with A(X) = 0.32660x + 0.1l960x2 +
0.18392x3 + 0.36988x4 and p(x) = 0.78555x5 + 0.21445x6

• The code rate corresponding

to this degree distribution pair is ~. The thresholds with the BP decoding and the BP-based

decoding are a = 0.9194 (0.73 dB) and a = 0.8550 (1.36 dB), respectively, for this degree

distribution pair. Hence there is about 0.63 dB gap between the performances of the BP

decoding and the BP-based decoding.

Optimization of the offset BP-based algorithm has been done for the above irreg

ular code, since the offset BP-based algorithm is generally more convenient for hardware

design. As there are two check node degrees, 6 and 7, we may take different offsets for

them, which are /36 and /37, respectively. The numerical results have been shown in Ta

ble 5.2. From Table 5.2, we can see the thresholds of the offset BP-based decoding are not
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Table 5.2: Thresholds (in dB) for an irregular LDPC
code with the offset BP-based decoding.

0.05 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00
0.06 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97
0.07 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95
0.08 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.934 0.93 0.93 0.92
0.09 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.93
0.10 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.99
0.11 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.99 1.02 1.04 1.06
0.12 0.94 0.96 0.98 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.13
0.13 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.13 1.15 1.17 1.19
0.14 1.07 1.09 1.11 1.13 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.22 1.24 1.26

I (37\(36 ~ 0.05 I 0.06 I 0.07 I 0.08 I 0.09 I 0.10 I 0.11 I 0.12 I 0.13 I 0.14 I

very sensitive to the choices of (36 and (37. The best threshold we can achieve is 0.91 dB,

which is still about 0.17 dB away from the threshold of the BP decoding, but has 0.45 dB

improvement compared to the BP-based algorithm.
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Chapter 6

Implementation Issues on LDPC

Decoding Algorithms

In this chapter, issues related to the hardware implementation of various decoding

algorithms for LDPC codes will be discussed. First, we compare the hardware complexities

of the BP algorithm and the improved BP algorithms. Then we study the effects of finite

quantization on decoding performance.

6.1 Hardware Complexity of Decoding Algorithms

6.1.1 Hardware Implementation of BP Algorithm

In the logic circuit design of an LDPC decoder with the BP algorithm, LLR's

are preferred to probabilities in message representation. The reasons lie in: (l) it is more

convenient to represent LLR's than probabilities with finite bits; (2) one LLR value, Zmn

or Lmn , implies two probabilities, (P~n,P~n) or (q~n' q.:nn); (3) the multiplications in bit

node processing with the probabilistic BP algorithm can be replaced by additions with the

LLR BP algorithm. Furthermore, even the multiplications in the check node processing

can be eliminated after some manipulation.

Since the BP algorithm, the BP-based algorithm, and the normalized and offset

BP-based algorithms have the same processing in bit node processing, with only additions

involved, we will emphasize on the discussion of the check node processing for different
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algorithms in the following. In terms of computational complexity, the best way to imple

ment the check node processor of the BP algorithm is by making the use of (5.2.3). In

other words, for each check node processor, all the de incoming messages {Zj} are sepa

rated into signs and magnitudes which are used to calculate the signs and magnitudes of the

de outgoing messages, respectively. The magnitude {IZjl} can be transformed with f(x),

and then only additions are needed to deal with these transformed values. The function

f(x) is shown in Figure 6.1. This idea is first appeared in Gallager's work [16]. In [23],

the transform is used to devise a density evolution algorithm for the BP decoding. In [47],

this approach is used in a hardware implementation of the BP decoding for an LDPC code

with length 1024.
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Figure 6.1: f(x) = In ::~i.

A check node processor with the LLR BP algorithm can be realized with the

structure shown in Figure 6.2. The function f(x) is usually implemented with look-up

table (LUT), which can be realized by memory, or by combinatorial logic gates. Besides

the LUT operation, the only other kind of operation is addition. For each iteration, in a

check node with degree de' the total number of operations are 3(de - 2) additions and

2(de - 1) LUT's.
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Figure 6.2: Structure of a check node processor with the BP algorithm.

For high speed decoding, one LUT is required in each check node, which will

increase the hardware overload. Another problem with this approach is that if the number

of quantization levels is not enough, serious degradation in performance may result. We

will show this in the next section.

Other approaches based on recursively applying the core operation of (5.2.5) can

be taken in the implementation of the BP algorithm. For example, the core operation can

be implemented with a two-dimensional table, and then the check node processing is just

to iteratively apply the core operation. However, the two-dimensional table is more com

plicated to implement. In [48], the authors represent the core operation as the sum of a

sign-min part and a correction term,

'ljJ(Zl' Z2) = sgn(Zl)sgn(Z2)' min(lZll, IZ21)

+ In (1 + e-IZl+Z21) - In (1 + e-IZI-Z21) , (6.1.1)

which gives a nice connection between the core operation and the sign-min component

sgn(Zl)sgn(Z2) . min(IZ11, IZ21). The function In(l + eX) can be implemented by a one

dimensional LUT or piecewise lines. In terms of hardware implementation, however, it

may not be very efficient if only compunational complexity is considered, since compared
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to Gallager's approach, more operations could be involved by applying the core operation

recursively with (5.2.6).

6.1.2 Hardware Implementation of BP-Based Algorithm and Its Im

proved Versions

First of all, compared to the BP algorithm, the BP-based algorithm as well as the

normalized and offset BP-based algorithms are universal for the AWGN channel, which

makes it unnecessary to estimate the variance of the noise. The inputs to the decoder are

just received values delivered by the demodulator.

The check node processor of the BP-based algorithm can be implemented with

Figure 6.3. A straightforward way to find minnEN(m)(IZmnl) for each n E N(m) is by

a forward-backward comparison. For each iteration, the total number of operations in

any check node of degree de is 3(de - 2) comparisons. Generally, the complexity of a

comparison is less than that of an addition. Furthermore, the number of operations is

possible to be reduced since we only need to find the smallest and the next smallest numbers

out of de numbers for the de outputs, which can be implemented in some smart ways.

The check node processor of the offset BP-based algorithm is shown in Fig

ure 6.4. Compared to the BP-based algorithm, the only difference is that de more addition

operations are needed for the offsetting. Since the offset value is a predetermined con

stant, the hardware implementation of the offsetting could be simpler than addition of two

random numbers.

The check node processor of the normalized BP-based algorithm with normaliza

tion factors 2, 4, or 8 is even simpler. After the same operations as the BP-based algorithm,

only register shifts of one, two or three positions are required for the outgoing messages.

However, for the normalized BP-based algorithm with arbitrary normalization factors, the

implementation is not so easy in general.
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Figure 6.4: Structure of a check node processor with the offset BP-based algorithm.
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6.2 Quantization Effects on Decoding Algorithms

One approach of the discretized density evolution for the BP-based algorithm has

been proposed in [36], which computes the probability in check nodes in a recursive way.

We present next a non-recursive approach in check node processing, following the idea of

Section 5.3. The results of the density evolution for the offset BP-based algorithm can be

readily extended to discretized cases. However, the density evolution for the normalized

BP-based algorithm can not be discretized in general so readily, since not all scaling factors,

but some special ones only, can be implemented easily in logic design. This suggests

that in general the offset BP-based algorithm may become the best choice for practical

implementation since it not only results in very small performance degradation, but also

can be easily extended to quantized values. The exceptions include the normalized BP

based decoding of the DSC codes, for which we have shown in [55] that with a = 2, 4, and

8, performances very close to that of the BP decoding can be achieved for the (273, 191),

(1057,813) and (4161,3431) DSC codes, respectively.

Suppose that the same uniform quantization is taken for both received values

and messages passing in the decoder. Assume the quantization step is ~, and the number

of quantization bits is q, with one denoting the sign and the rest denoting the magnitude.

Then the messages passing in the iterative decoding belong to an alphabet of size 2q
- 1,

represented by [-N, ... , -1, 0, 1, ... , N], where N = 2q-
1 - 1. A received value over the

range (n~ - ~, n~+ ~], where n is a integer, is initially quantized into n if - N :::; n :::; N,

and into -Nand N if n < -Nand n > N, respectively. Also, during the iterative

decoding, the result of any addition of two numbers are lower and upper bounded by - N

and N, respectively. At the beginning of each iteration, denote by Pz(n) the probability

mass function (pmf) of the de iid input random variables {Zi} at a check node.
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Table 6.1: Thresholds (in dB) for discretized BP
based decoding with (dv, de) = (3,6) and (4,8).

W ~ ~ (j (3,6) I (j (4,8) I
5 0.025 2.93 2.77
6 0.025 1.82 2.35
7 0.025 1.58 2.40
8 0.025 1.71 2.50
5 0.050 1.86 2.37
6 0.050 1.58 2.40
7 0.050 1.71 2.50
8 0.050 1.71 2.50
4 0.100 1.93 2.43
5 0.100 1.58 2.40
6 0.100 1.71 2.51
7 0.100 1.72 2.51

6.2.1 Discretized Density Evolution for BP-Based Decoding

We first re-define qL(n) = 'L-:;::-N Pz(i) and cP+(n) = 'L-~n Pz(i), for N 2:
n 2: 1. Then for - N ::; n ::; -1, the cumulative mass function of L mn is

CL(n) = 'E1 (de; 1) .(</>-(Inl))'. (¢>+(Inl))'o+'

k odd

- ~ [(cP+(!nl) + cP_(lnl))dc-l

-(cP+(lnl) - cP_(lnl))dc-l] (6.2.1)

and for 0 ::; n ::; N - 1,

CL(n) - 1- E(de; 1) . (</>-(Inl + 1))'

k even

'(cP+(Inl + 1))dc-l-k

- 1- ~ [(cP+(lnl + 1) + cP-(lnl + 1))dc-l

+(cP+(lnl + 1) - cP-(lnl + 1))dc-1
] (6.2.2)

and CL(n) = 1 for n = N. The pmf QL(n) is finally obtained by taking the difference of

consecutive Cdn) values, i.e.,

Qdn) = { Cd-N) , n = -N;
CL(n) - CL(n - 1), -N < n ::; N.
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(3,6) 4 0.150 1 2.05
(3,6) 4 0.200 1 1.47
(3,6) 5 0.075 1 1.47
(3,6) 5 0.075 2 1.60
(3,6) 5 0.150 1 1.24
(3,6) 6 0.050 2 1.30
(3,6) 6 0.050 3 1.29
(3,6) 6 0.050 4 1.36
(3,6) 6 0.075 2 1.22
(3,6) 6 0.150 1 1.24
(3,6) 7 0.050 2 1.26
(3,6) 7 0.050 3 1.22
(3,6) 7 0.050 4 1.28
(3,6) 7 0.075 2 1.22
(3,6) 7 0.150 1 1.24
(4,8) 5 0.0875 2 1.76
(4,8) 5 0.175 1 1.72
(4,8) 6 0.0875 2 1.69
(4,8) 6 0.150 1 1.73
(4,8) 7 0.0875 2 1.69
(4,8) 7 0.175 1 1.72

Table 6.2: Thresholds (in dB) for discretized offset
BP-based decoding with (dv, de) = (3,6) and (4,8).

I (dv, de) W Il [L] (Y I

The density evolution in the bit node processing is almost the same as in the

continuous case. Discrete convolution is involved, and can also be efficiently implemented

withFFT.

The thresholds for the discretized BP-based decoding depend on both q and Il.

Table 6.1 summarizes the numerical results for the codes with (dv, de) = (3,6) and (4,8).

It is interesting to note that for some pairs of q and Il, the thresholds are even better than

those in the continuous case, which are (Y = 1.71 dB for (dv, de) = (3,6) and (Y = 2.50 dB

for (dv, de) = (4,8). The reason lies in the fact that the quantization ranges are not wide

enough for these cases. However, the small quantization ranges may be beneficial since

the extrinsic messages, which are overestimated, are upper bounded. This clipping effect

could be regarded as a trivial improvement to the BP-based algorithm.
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6.2.2 Density Evolution for Discretized Offset BP-Based Decoding

It is straightforward to derive the discretized density evolution procedure of the

offset BP-based decoding. The slight modifications include that f3 and L mn in (4.2.2) are

now integers, and there is no impulse function in the density evolution.

Different values of q and ~ may result in different performances. We list some of

the numerical results in Table 6.2 for (dv, de) = (3,6) and (4,8) regular LDPC codes. For

the ensemble of (3, 6) codes, we primarily choose ~ = 0.15,0.075 and 0.05, such that the

offsets f3 = 1, 2 and 3, respectively, correspond to the best offset value in the continuous

case. The same idea is used in choosing the step size for the ensemble of (4,8) codes. For

small q, say 4 or 5, a bigger ~ value means a larger quantization range and results in better

performances; for large q, fine quantization, i.e., small ~ value is of great importance. For

example, for (3,6) codes, with q = 5, the best result is obtained when ~ = 0.15 and f3 = 1;

with q = 6, the best result is achieved with ~ = 0.075 and f3 = 2. For both ensembles of

codes, with q = 6 or even q = 5, thresholds very close to those of the continuous cases (see

Table 5.1) can be obtained.

6.2.3 Density Evolution for Quantized LLR-BP Decoding

The derivation of density evolution for unquantized BP algorithm in [23] used

Gallager's transform approach in check node processing with (5.2.3). Here, by using den

sity evolution analysis, we provide a justification that Gallager's BP decoding algorithm

is sensitive to quantization and round-off errors, although the algorithm is appealing for

software implementation with infinite precision. For simplicity, we suppose that uniform

quantization is taken for input LLR values as well as messages passing in the decoder. An

input LLR value is quantized to an integer t based on a uniform quantization scheme with

ql bits (one bit denoting the sign) and step ~1'

In check-node processing, the computation of the sign and the magnitude can be

separated. The message passing from a check node after processing is

(6.2.4)
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(6.2.5)

where it0 is an approximation of f (x) whose input is quantized with (q1 - 1,.6.1) and

whose output with (q2' .6.2 ), and 120 is another approximation of f(x) whose input is

quantized with (q2' .6.2) and whose output with (q1 - 1, .6.1), The reason for using two

approximations of f (x) is to prevent information loss in the intermediate step in which a

wide range of input LLRs needs to be accommodated. Figure 6.5 plots the function f (x)

and the pdf of the input LLR value for a R = ~ code at SNR = 2.0 dB. From Figure 6.5

we can see that on one hand, the quantization step should be set small to achieve accurate

approximation of f (x), while on the other hand, if the quantization step is too small, large

input LLR values would be truncated with finite quantization bits, which can cause serious

information loss. To overcome this problem, we can take different quantization schemes

for input LLR values and the f (x) . Such an approach is also considered in [47]. For

example, we can take the quantization (Q1' .6.1) = (4,1) for the input LLRs, which means

the quantization for the input of it(·) is (Q1 - 1, .6.1) = (3,1), and take the quantization

(Q2,.6.2) = (7,1/32) for the output of it(·). Consequently, the quantization schemes for

the input and output of 120 are (7,1/32) and (3,1), respectively.

The density-evolution procedure for the quantized BP algorithm is similar to that

for the unquantized BP algorithm derived in [23], but can be greatly simplified. First, as

both it (.) and 12 (.) can be represented by one-dimensional tables, the probability mass

function (pmf) of the function p = it (t) (or t = 12 (p)) can be obtained simply by table

look-up given the pmf of t (or p). Second, for practical purposes, the number of quantiza

tion levels is usually small, hence the pmf of sums in both check-node and symbol-node

processing can be directly computed with convolution, avoiding the use of FFT and the

related numerical errors.

In check-node processing, given the pmf Pz(t) and by looking up the function

table defined for p = it (Itl), P+(p) and p-(p) are obtained for the transform p = it (It!),

where P+ (p) corresponds to t ~ 0 and P- (p) corresponds to t < O. Then Q+ (p) and

Q- (p) are (dc-I)-fold convolutions of P+(p) and P- (p). To be more specific, we initially

set Q+ (p) = P+ (p) and Q- (p) = P- (p). Then Q+ (p) and Q- (p) are recursively updated

for de - 2 times by

{
~+(p) = ~+(p) 0 ~+(p) + ~-(p) 0 ~-(p)

Q-(p) = Q+(p) 0 P-(p) + Q-(p) 0 P+(p)
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of j(x) and pdf of input LLR values at R = ~ and SNR = 2.0
dB.

After that, by looking up the table defined for t = !2(lpl), Q+(p) and Q-(p) are converted

to Qt(t) and Q"L(t), respectively. Finally, Qdt) is obtained by combining Qt(t) and

Q"L(t).

In symbol-node processing, Pz(t) is updated based on Qdt) and the pmf PF(t).

Again, the use of FFT can be avoided in the computation of convolution because the number

of quantization levels is usually small.

The numerical calculation with density evolution reveals that.the quantized BP

decoding is subject to error floors. Figure 6.6 depicts the BER results of the density evolu

tion for the (3, 6) LDPC code, with (ql' ~1) = (8,1/16) and various pairs of (Q2' ~2)' The

quantization ranges are determined in a heuristic way based on j(x) and the pdf of input

LLRs without further optimization. With larger Q2, the quantized BP decoding has better

thresholds and lower error floors. Similar results of error floors are observed for smaller Ql

values. The error floor of quantized BP decoding is also reported in [53]. As a comparison,

Figure 6.6 plots the density-evolution results of the quantized offset BP-based algorithm.
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Even with 5- or 6-bit quantization (with one bit for the sign), there are no error floors above

10-25 for this algorithm.
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Figure 6.6: Density-evolution results for the (ds, de) = (3,6) regular LDPC code under
quantized BP decoding and quantized offset BP-based decoding.

6.2.4 Simulation Results for Regular LDPC Codes with Various Quan

tized Decoding Algorithms

In Figure 6.7, we depict the performance for the quantized BP-based algorithm

and quantized offset BP-based algorithm. We also depict the performance for the un

quantized BP and BP-based algorithms as a reference. For the BP-based algorithm, with

~ = 0.05 and a small q, say 6, although the BER performance is improved due to the

clipping effect, the WER performance becomes worse at high SNR's. With a bigger q and

the same ~, the quantized BP-based algorithm achieves nearly the same performance as

the unquantized one. This suggests that the error floor is caused by the combined effects of

short cycles in the graph representation of the code and of clipping. The quantized offset
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BP-based algorithm, with q = 6 and ~ = 0.075, can achieve nearly the same performance

as that of the unquantized offset BP-based algorithm and suffers a performance degradation

smaller than O.ldB compared to the unquantized BP algorithm.

In Figure 6.8, the performance of quantized BP decoding based on Gallager's

approaches is compared with that of quantized offset BP-based decoding for a (l008, 504)

regular LDPC code. Simulation results show that due to finite code length, the quantized BP

decoding has error floors appearing higher than that predicted by density evolution. Even

with 7 bits for the quantization of j(x), which means 7-bit operations are involved in the

decoder for the magnitude computation, the quantized BP still demonstrates error floors

in low BER or word error rate (WER) ranges. However, for quantized offset BP-based

decoding with 5 bits quantization, which implies 4-bit operations needed for magnitude

computation, there is no error floor for BER down to 10-7 .
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Figure 6.7: Performance of an (8000, 4000) LDPC code with the quantized offset BP-based
and the quantized BP-based algorithms.
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Figure 6.8: Error performance of an (l008, 504) LDPC code under quantized BP algorithm
with Gallager's approach (itmax = 50).

6.2.5 Simulation Results for DSC Codes with Quantized Normalized

BP-Based and APP-Based Decoding

Simulations have been conducted to the quantized normalized BP-based and

APP-based decoding for DSC codes.

Figure 6.9 shows the BER performance of the (273, 191) DSC code with the

quantized normalized BP-based algorithm and the normalized APP-based algorithm. For

this code, we take 6-bit uniform quantization and the quantization step is ~ = 0.075. All

the received values and messages are represented by integers in the range [-31,31]. The

quantization step ~ = 0.075 has been chosen such that the quantization range is not too

small nor too large, and no other optimization has been considered. The normalization

factor is a = 2, which corresponds to one position register shift. Also, the remainder of the

scaling will be neglected. For example, the number 13 will be scaled to 6. The simulations

show that with only 6-bit quantization, the BP-based algorithm can achieve a performance
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very close to that of the BP algorithm, and even slightly better performance at high SNR

values. With the same quantization levels, the performance of the APP-based algorithm is

only a little bit worse than that of the BP algorithm.

Figure 6.10 depicts the performance of the (1057, 813) DSC code with the quan

tized normalized APP-based algorithm. Since the scaling factor is 4, which corresponds to

register shift of two positions, quantization with more levels is expected to have less effects

of round-off errors, and result in better performance. Figure 6.10 shows that for the quan

tized normalized APP-based algorithm, 7 bit quantization can provide a better performance

than 6 bit quantization.

To end this section, we draw the following conclusions. In general, the offset

BP-based decoding possesses some advantages over the BP decoding for hardware imple

mentation. First of all, the offset BP-based decoding does not need to estimate channel

characteristics for additive white Gaussian noise channel, and consequently, is not subject

to the estimation error of the channel characteristics. Second, in the BP decoding, the func

tion f(x) shown in Figure 6.1 demands high precision and more than 7 quantization bits

are required in decoder. Comparatively, the offset BP-based decoding is not so sensitive to

the quantization error, and only 4-bit operations for magnitude are enough to avoid error

floors. For the DSC codes, simulation results imply that the normalized APP-based de

coding algorithm is the best candidate for hardware implementation, in terms of tradeoff

between the decoding performance and the complexity, allowing greatly reduced computa

tional complexity and memory requirement.
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Chapter 7

Simplified Decoding Algorithms for

Thrbo Codes

Turbo codes, proposed in 1993 [4], are another kind of codes which can achieve

error performance very close to Shannon limit. In this chapter, the structure of turbo codes

will be introduced first, and then three decoding algorithms for turbo codes, i.e., the MAP,

Max-Log-MAP and SOYA algorithms, will be reviewed. After that, two new decoding al

gorithms, the bi-directiona1 SOYA and the normalized Max-Log-MAP or SOYA algorithm

are going to be proposed.

7.1 Encoder and Decoder Structures for Thrbo Codes

Turbo codes are a family of parallel concatenated convolutional codes. The turbo

coding scheme ingeniously combines a number of existing techniques in its encoder and

decoder blocks. A turbo encoder consists of two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC)

codes, Cl and C2, as shown in Figure 7.1. An input sequence u to the first code Cl, is

encoded to generate a systematic part, which is u itself, and a parity part, denoted as clP •

Meanwhile, u goes through an interleaver and its scrambled version, u I , is fed into the

second encoder to generate a parity sequence c2P •

For convolutional codes, code rates can be increased by puncturing, i.e., deleting

some bits of a codeword. The puncturing technique may be used in turbo coding to increase

code rates. For example, if every other bits are deleted in c1p and c2p , then the code rates of
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1 2
the two constituent codes are increased from 2" to 3' and the overall code rate of the turbo

1 1
code is increased from 3 to 2"'

f-···_··········..····..···....·········_·········....············1
! i
! I
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i !

l.~ _ J
u puncturing,
~-+-------------+Imultiplexing

c2P
r--"""----, / _ _ ..,

.----.+ i

IC2
I._ _ _ ..'

Figure 7.1: Encoder structure of turbo codes.

The performance of turbo codes with this encoder structure has been investigated

in [51]. The minimum distance of turbo codes is not ameliorated compared to those of their

constituent codes, which generally accounts for error floors at BER below 10-5 . However,

the weight distributions are improved greatly, which contributes to the excellent perfor

mances in low SNR ranges.

At the receiver end, before being delivered to the decoder, the demodulated sig

nals are de-multiplexed into yS, yIp and y2p , which correspond to u, c Ip and c2p , respec..

tively. Zeros will be inserted into yIp and y2p at punctured positions. Corresponding to

the two constituent codes, there are two component decoders in the turbo decoder, denoted

as DEC1 and DEC2 and shown in Figure 7.2 (a). DEC1 and DEC2 cooperate with each

other by exchanging information in decoding. The information going from DEC1 to DEC2

tells DEC2 what each source bit Uk "looks like" exclusively based on the the decoding of

the first constituent code. This kind of information is called extrinsic information. Thus

for DEC2, the decoding is based on not only the received values yS and y2p , but also the

extrinsic information EfuT provided by DEC1, which is assumed independent of yS and

y2P. In return, DEC2 delivers extrinsic informtion to DEC1 to help its decoding. In prac-
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tice, the exchange of extrinsic information is realized by iterative decoding, as shown in

Figure 7.2 (b). After a number of iterations, the decoding performance will converge be

cause the extrinsic information of two consecutive iterations will be highly correlated, and

will no longer be helpful to improve the decoding.

yIP

de
multiplexing

ii,

(a)

Y'
yIP

y2J'

JffUT ~ JfiUT

r;:: DECl r::: DEC2ijj

,. • "• " ii
" •

• • •

(b)

Figure 7.2: Decoder structure of turbo codes: (a) conceptual model of the decoder; (b)
pipeline structure for implementation.

Possible decoding algorithms in each constituent decoder should be soft-in soft

out (SISO) algorithms. First, soft-decision decoding with soft inputs can provide better

performance than hard-decision decoding. Second, the decoder should not only make hard

decisions for each information bit, but also provide reliability values on the decisions, and

deliver extrinsic information to the other decoder. The symbol-by-symbol maximum a pos-
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teriori (MAP) algorithm, sometimes called BCJR algorithm [6], delivers reliability value

for each hard decision, and can be adopted readily to turbo decoding. The conventional

Viterbi algorithm (VA) is not eligible in turbo decoding since it can only provide hard deci

sions. However, a modified version of the VA, called soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA)

[7, 8], can provide reliable values and can be applied to decoding turbo codes [52, 41].

Other possible algorithms for turbo decoding include the Max-Log-MAP algorithm [9].

In addition to the SISO property, another requirement for turbo decoding algo

rithms is that they should be able to utilize a priori information. This can be realized by

modifying the calculation of branch metrics or branch probabilities to take the a priori

information into account, and we will talk about it in more details in the next section.

The MAP decoding with BCJR algorithm achieves optimum decoding in turbo

decoding, but has very high complexity. The Max-Log-MAP decoding and SOVA decoding

can be regarded as approximations of the MAP decoding, with some tradeoffs between

error performance and decoding complexity.

7.2 A Brief Review of Thrbo Decoding Algorithms

The decoding algorithms for turbo codes are modified versions of the well-known

decoding algorithms for convolutional codes, e.g., the BCJR algorithm or the VA. For a

convolutional code, each valid codeword c corresponds to one and only one path in the code

trellis, so that "codeword" and "path" are interchangeable. For the RSC codes considered

in turbo coding, a path c inn the trellis can be divided into K sections (Cl' C2, ... , CK)'

Each section Ck corresponds to a branch in the trellis and can be represented by

(7.2.1)

where Uk is the systematic bit of the k-th branch and ~ l' ... , ~ T are T parity bits. Without
1 "

puncturing, the code rate is -T . Correspondingly, a received sequence Y is broken into
+1

K sections, Y = (Yl' Y2"'" YK)' and

_ (S P P )Yk - Yk' Yk,ll ... 'Yk,T .
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Assume that C is modulated by BPSK and transmitted over a memoryless AWGN channel

with single-sided power spectrum density No , then

T

p(Yklck) = p(Ykluk) . II p(Yk,tICk,t) ,
t=l

(7.2.3)

with

(7.2.4)

and

(7.2.5)for 1 ::; t ::; T .
p _ 1 ((Yk,t - (_1)Ck,t)2)

p(Yk,tICk,t) - ~exp - No '

Alternatively, a path C = (C1' C2, ... , CK) can be represented by a state sequence

s(c) = (so, Sl,···, SK) in the trellis, with Ck being the output of the branch (Sk-1, Sk), i.e.,

the output corresponding to the transition from state Sk-1 to state Sk at time k.

The conditional probability of a path C given a received sequence Y is denoted as

p(cly). By Bayes' rule,

p(cly) ex: p(ylc)· p(c) . (7.2.6)

If we set a breakpoint at time index k, 1 < k < K, and divide the path c into two partial

paths, denoted as C1:k and Ck+1:K, then by Markov property over memoryless channel,

Ultimately,

K

p(ylc) . p(c) = II p(Yklck) . P(Ck) .
k=l

(7.2.8)

Combining (7.2.6) with (7.2.8), and since p(Ck) is equal to P(Uk), we obtain

K

p(cly) ex: II p(Yklck) . p(Uk) .
k=l

(7.2.9)

Furthermore, given a received sequence y, we define the metric of p(ci y) as

MC(y) = in (p(ylc) . p(c)) (7.2.10)
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For the transition (Sk-l, Sk) with the output Ck, we can define the branch metric as

Then the metric of a path C is the sum of its branch metrics, i.e.,

K

MC(y) = L 'Yk(Sk-l, Sk) .
k=l

(7.2.11)

(7.2.12)

Many decoding algorithms of convolutional codes are related to the evaluation

of the conditional probability p(cIY), or equivalently the metric MC(y). For example, for

each received sequence y and equiprobable signaling, the VA finds the path C on the trellis

which has the greatestp(cIY) or MC(y) by dynamic programming. We call this path the

maximum likelihood (ML) path on the trellis.

To calculate (7.2.9) and (7.2.11), if there is no a priori information about Uk.

then the decoder assumes Uk is uniformly distributed, and hence p(Uk) can be omitted.

Many traditional decoding algorithms, such as the VA, perform this way. However, in

turbo coding scheme, one constituent decoder receives a priori information from the other

decoder, which informs the former one what each Uk is likely to be based on the decoding

of the latter one. The incoming extrinsic information can be used to estimate p(Uk) in

calculating (7.2.9) and (7.2.11). More precisely, denote E IN = (E[N, E~N, ... , Eft) as

the input extrinsic information, where E£N is the a priori LLR value of the bit Uk (Uk = 0
. IN P(Uk=O) ()or 1), l.e., Ek = In ( ). Then P Uk can be expressed by

P Uk = 1

(7.2.13)

which can be employed in (7.2.11). Combining (7.2.13), (7.2.4) and (7.2.5), we can repre

sent 'Yk(Sk-l, Sk) of (7.2.11) by

'Yk(Sk-l, Sk) = 1\~ Yk( _l)Uk + t ~ Yf,t( _l)Ck,t + E
2
£N (_l)Uk + Ck, (7.2.14)

iVQ t=l iVQ

in which Ck is a constant with respect to k.

In the following, we review different decoding algorithms in terms of different

path selection strategies.
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7.2.1 MAP Decoding with the BCJR Algorithm

For each k, the BCJR algorithm evaluates the a posteriori LLR value Ak associ

ated with the kth information bit, i.e.,

2:= p(cly)
In CE!1o(k)

2:= p(cly)
CE!11(k)

2:= p(ylc)· p(c)
1 CE!1o(k)

n 2:= p(ylc), p(c) ,
CE!11(k)

(7.2.15)

where Oo(k) = {c : Uk = O}, i.e., the set of all codewords with Uk = 0, and 0 1 (k) =

{c : Uk = I}, i.e., the set of all codewords with Uk = 1. In other words, for a given time

index k, the MAP algorithm takes into account all paths in the trellis representation of the

code and divides them into two subsets, 0 0 (k) and 0 1 (k), where 0 0 (k) consists of all the

paths corresponding to the information bit Uk = 0 (the dashed paths in Figure 7.3 (a)), and

0 1 (k) consists of all the paths corresponding to Uk = 1 (the solid paths in Figure 7.3 (a)).

Then it calculates the sum of the probabilities of all the paths in each set, conditioned on

the received values y, and finally computes Ak •

The MAP algorithm can achieve better bit error performance than the VA. How

ever, the improvement is not significant for convolutional codes. Nevertheless, it can pro

vide accurate reliability values of the hard decisions of {Uk}, and bring benefits to further

processing as in the iterative decoding.

The brute force computation of (7.2.15) is of high complexity. Fortunately, the

BCJR algorithm provides an efficient way to evaluate it. First let us define CXk (s) and 13k (s)

as

and

CXk(S) = In 2:= P(Yl:kl cl:k)' p(C1:k)
C 1:k :S k =S

13k(s) = In 2:= P(Yk:Klck:K)' p(Ck:K) .
Ck:K:Sk=S
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The value ak (s) can be interpreted as the log value of the sum of probabilities for all partial

paths {C1:k} ending at state s. Similarly, 13k (s) can be interpreted as the log value of the

sum of probabilities for all partial paths {Ck:K} starting from state s. Both ak (s) and 13k (s )

can be recursively calculated by

ak(s) = In L exp(ak-l(s') + 'Yk(S', s))
s'

and

(3k(S) = In Lexp((3k+l(S') +'Yk+l(S,S')).
s'

Then (7.2.15) can be represented by

L exp(ak_l(s') + 'Yk(S', s) + 13k (s))
A

k
= In (s',S):Uk=O " .

L exp(ak-l(s) + 'Yk(S ,s) + 13k (s))
(s' ,s):uk=l

(7.2.18)

(7.2.19)

(7.2.20)

Careful inspection shows that in calculating 'Yk(S', s) with (7.2.14), Ck has no effect on the

ratio (7.2.20) and can be omitted. The hard decision of Uk can be made based on the sign

of Ak •

Finally we are going to show how to obtain output extrinsic information for each

bit Uk. We can rewrite (7.2.14) as

(7.2.21)

where Ck is omitted and 'Yk(Sk-l, Sk) = t ~ Yk,t( _1)Ck ,t. Then (7.2.20) can be broken
t=l 0

into three terms

where

4
_Ys + E lN + E OUT
No k k k'

L exp(ak-l(s') + 'Yns', s) + 13k (s))
1 (s',S):Uk=O

n L exp(ak_l(s') + 'Yf(s', s) + (3k(S)) .
(s',s):uk=l

(7.2.22)

(7.2.23)

In (7.2.22), the first and the second terms are known to the other decoder, and should be

subtracted from Ak to obtain EfuT as the extrinsic information of the bit Uk.
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Figure 7.3: Path selection strategies for different turbo decoding algorithms: (a) MAP
decoding; (b) Max-Log-MAP; (c) SOYA.
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(7.2.24)

(7.2.25)

7.2.2 Max-Log-MAP Decoding

For the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, to evaluate (7.2.15), only two paths are con

sidered based on the approximation

- C~~fkl(cIY)
Ak = In .

max p(cly)
CEfh(k)

One path is selected from no (i) and has the largest probability conditioned on y for paths

in no (i); the other is selected from n 1 (i), with the largest probability conditioned on y for

paths in no(i) (Figure 7.3 (b)). Furthermore, (7.2.24) can be represented by

Ak = max In (p(ylc) .p(c)) - max In (p(Ylc) .p(c)) ,
CEno(k) CEn l(k)

which shows that Ak is actually the metric difference of the two paths.

Similar to the BCJR algorithm, (7.2.25) can be evaluated efficiently by recursive

processing. Let us define

(7.2.26)

and

(7.2.27)

In terms of the VA, ak (s) and ~k (s) can be interpreted as the metrics of the partial survivor

paths of state s, in forward decoding direction and backward decoding direction, respec

tively. It is readily verified that ak (s) and ~k (s) can be recursively obtained with

and

~k (s) = ~~x [~k+l (s') + 'Yk+l (s, s')]

From (7.2.28) and (7.2.29), we can calculate (7.2.25) by

(7.2.28)

(7.2.29)

max (ak-1(s') + 'Yk(S', s) + ~k(S))
(s' ,S):Uk=O

- max (ak-1(s') + 'Yk(S', s) + ~k(S)) .
(s',s):uk=l
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For the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, there is no need to estimate the channel char

acteristic No. In other words, the branch metric I'k(S, s') in (7.2.28), (7.2.29) and (7.2.30)

can be replaced by

T EIN

i'k(Sk-l,Sk) = yH-l)Uk + LYk,t(-l)Ck,t + +(_l)Uk,
t=l

Consequently the decoding algorithm becomes universal.

Finally, (7.2.30) can be broken into three terms,

for which the third term is

(7.2.31)

(7.2.32)

E OUT k -

T

max (ak-l(s') + LyL(_l)Ck,t + ~k(S))
(s',S):Uk=O t=l '

T

- max (ak-l(s') + LYk t( _l)Ck,t + ~k(S))
(s',s):uk=l t=l '

(7.2.33)

and can be computed from Ak to serve as the extrinsic information of Uk delivered to its

fellow decoder.

7.2.3 SOYA Decoding

The SOYA is based on utilizing path metrics in VA to provide a reliability value

for each hard decision. The basic idea of SOYA is illustrated in Figure 7.3 (c). At time k

and for each state s, there is a survivor path, say path-I, and a most competitive path, say

path-2. Path-l has larger metric value than path-2, and we denote the difference as

(7.2.34)

The metric difference t1k could be used as a reliability measure for uk', k' ::; k, on path-l if

uk' is opposite to U~/ An intuitive justification lies in the fact that with bigger t1k path-l is

more likely to be correct, and hence uk' is more likely to be true than its opposite value U~/

If uk' is the same as U~/ then no information on the reliability value of uk' can be inferred

from t1k • Originally, the reliability value of uk' is set to t1 k" obtained at time k'. As the

SOYA proceeds forward to time k, it traces back to check whether at some time k', uk' is
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different from u~,. If yes, it further checks whether D.k is smaller than the current reliability

value of uk', and if so, replaces the reliability value of uk' with D.k.

From the above description, it is clear that as the Max-Log-MAP decoding, the

SOYA decoding considers only two paths in evaluating Ak , one from Oo(k) and the other

from 0 1(k), and takes the metric difference between these two paths as the approximated

Ak . However, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm always chooses the best (largest correlation

metric) path in each set, while the SOYA only guarantees to find one best path (the ML

path). The other path is not necessarily the best one in its set, since the SOYA only tries to

find the best one by constantly tracing back and updating Ak along the ML path. Conse

quently, the reliability value IAkl obtained by the SOYA is greater than or equal to that of

the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, and the soft-outputs of the SOYA are usually overestimated.

As the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, the SOYA decoding is universal. In addition,

the approximated Ak can be represented in the same form as (7.2.32) and the output extrin

sic information is obtained in a similar way.

7.3 Bi-Directional SOVA for Turbo-Decoding

From the last section, we know that the SOYA only guarantees to find one best

path (the ML path), and the other path is not necessarily the best one in its set. This is

due to the fact that the best path with opposite Uk to the ML path may be discarded before

it merges with the ML path. For example, in Figure 7.4 (a), suppose: (1) path-l is the

ML path with information bit Uk = 0; (2) path-3 is the best path with uf = 1; and (3)

path-2 survives at time-k. It follows that in general, the soft outputs delivered by the SOYA

are over-estimated with respect to that of the Max-Log-MAP decoding. These inaccurate

reliability values degrade the performance of the iterative turbo decoding.

Given a received sequence Y = (Y1"", YK)' both the VA and the SOYA can

start decoding simultaneously the first received section Y1 and the last received section YK'

from both ends of the trellis. The hard decisions of the forward and backward decodings

are the same as in both cases, the same ML path is obviously chosen. We also find that

the reliability values of the forward and backward SOYA's have the same "quality": if we

replace all the forward SOYA decoders in turbo decoding by the backward ones, simula-
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tions show there is no degradation nor improvement in performance, as expected. As a

result, the backward Viterbi algorithm has no advantages over the forward one if they are

processed independently. However, we notice there are differences between the soft output

values delivered by the forward SOYA and the backward one, which suggests to exploit

these differences to improve the soft outputs of the SOYA.

Time index

Time index

path-l ul =0

k

(a)

ul=O

.'.'.......
, /

............... .""
'"

pathS··.. Uk3 =1 ••••'. ...•.................~
..........;.......... . .

k~l Ie
(b)

Figure 7.4: Possible cases of path-selection in decoding with SOYA.

The differences in the soft outputs between the forward and backward SOYA's

result from the different selections of paths in calculating the soft outputs. We have shown

that for a given k, the original forward SOYA may not choose one of the two best paths,

either in no (k) or n1 (k), because this path is discarded before it merges with the ML path.

However, the best path discarded by the forward SOYA can survive until it merges with
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the ML path in a backward SOYA, and the resultant soft output provides a more reliable

value about Uk. Unfortunately, there are also cases in which the SOYA will fail to choose

the best path in both directions. These two possible cases are illustrated in Figure 7.4 (a)

and (b), respectively. In Figure 7.4 (a), path-3 discarded by the forward SOYA at time-k

can survive until it merges with the ML path (i.e. path-I) in the backward SOYA. However,

in Figure 7.4 (b), path-3 is discarded in both ways. Also even if the best path does not

survive, the backward SOYA may still find another path better than that in forward SOYA,

and get a more accurate soft-output for Uk. If the reliability value IA% Iof Uk in backward

SOYA is less than the value IA{I obtained in forward SOYA, i.e., IA%I < IA{I, we simply

substitute IA%I for IA{I to improve the soft-output of the SOYA. This decoding is referred

to as bi-directional SOYA (bi-SOVA). Importantly, the event depicted in Figure 7.4 (a) is

generally more likely than that in Figure 7.4 (b) as it involves paths of shorter lengths. In

general, we can expect the bi-SOVA to provide reliability values close to those of the Max

Log-MAP algorithm since if no event depicted in Figure 7.4 (b) occurs, both algorithms

become equivalent [12].

This idea can be applied to turbo decoding, because the delay resulting from in

terleaving is unavoidable. We associate with each conventional SOYA decoder a backward

SOYA decoder to provide additional reliability information. Because of the parallel decod

ing structure, the forward and backward SOYA can be carried out at the same time after the

initial iteration, so that the total extra delay is only that spent on comparing and selecting

the soft-values, which is obviously very small.

One thing worth mentioning is that because of interleaving, the trellis of the sec

ond constituent code is usually chosen not to be terminated to the all-O state. In this case,

the initial state of the backward SOYA is unknown, and the initial metrics of all states are

set to zero.

Simulations have been conducted to compare the performance of bi-SOVA with

those of BCJR, SOYA and Max-Log-MAP in turbo decoding. The conditions of the simu

lations are the following. We used two component codes, each with rate R = 1/2 and octal

generator polynomial G = [37,21]. The parity sequences of the two component codes, c1p

and c2p
, respectively, are punctured such that the overall code rate is 1/2. We choose two
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interleaver sizes, K = 1024 and K = 16384. The interleaver for K = 1024 is the so-called

non-uniform interleaver introduced in [5], and the interleaver for K = 16384 is a random

one. All algorithms assume no finite-length decoding window.

Figure 7.5 depicts the BER's with these four decodings after 8 iterations if the

interleaver size is K = 1024. We find that the bi-SOVA can achieve about 0.35 dB coding

gain with respect to the original SOYA at the BER=10-4
, and an even higher coding gain

at the BER=10-5 . Similar results are observed if K = 16384, as shown in Figure 7.6.

Surprisingly, after 8 iterations, the performance of the bi-SOVA is even slightly

better than that of Max-Log-MAP decoding at low SNR, and almost the same as that of

Max-Log-MAP when the SNR is high (i.e. in the error floor region). For the first several

iterations, we observed that bi-SOVA is better than the SOYA in performance, but slightly

worse than the Max-Log-MAP algorithm which is in accordance with our analysis. How

ever, this slower initial convergence of the bi-SOVA with respect to the Max-Log-MAP

algorithm results in a better convergence limit at low SNR values.

2.5

x SOYA
+ Bi-SOVA
o MaX-Lag-MAP
* MAP

2

..... . .. . .. . . . ... . .

1.5

::::::::::::::::::::::

10-sL- --l. --L- ----l
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10 . ::::::::::

10-1
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.
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w
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Figure 7.5: Performance of the SOYA, Bi-SOVA, Max-Log-MAP and MAP algorithms
after eight iterations with interleaver size K = 1024.
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7.4 Normalized Max-Log-MAP Algorithm

It has been shown in [13, 14] that the performance of SOYA decoding can be

improved by reducing the soft values delivered, which are usually overestimated. Normal

ization values have also been proposed in [11, 50] to approach the error performance of

Max-Log-MAP decoding with a sub-optimum version of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm ap

plied to iterative decoding of block product codes. In this section, we are going to show

that in most cases, the soft values of the Max-Log-MAP decoding are also overestimated

with respect to those of the MAP decoding, and propose to improve the Max-Log-MAP

decoding with normalization.

Note that compared to [11, 13,50] which also introduced normalization factors,

the approach proposed in this section considers improvement of Max-Log-MAP decod

ing instead of improvement of SOYA decoding. Furthermore the scaling coefficients are

computed differently and do not depend on the SNR value considered.

The simplification of the MAP algorithm by the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is

similar to that of the BP algorithm by the BP-based algorithm. Both take some approxi

mation to avoid nonlinear computations associated with probabilities. For a given k, most

frequently (although not guaranteed) Ak defined in (7.2.24) has the same sign as Ak de

fined in (7.2.15), since the two probabilities chosen by the Max-Log-MAP algorithm are

dominant in each set. Also, IAkl < IAkl holds in general, and an explanation, although

not very accurate, yet still illustrative, is that usually the ratio of the summations of the

elements of two sets of random variables tends to be smaller than the ratio of the largest

ones in each set. Consequently, for a given k, if we redefine L1 and L2 as the extrin

sic values EfuT delivered by the MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms, respectively, then

Statements 1 and 2 described in Section 4.1 still hold in the majority of the cases. We

can identify three cases: (l)sgn(Ld =!= sgn(L2); (2)sgn(L1) = sgn(L2 ), IL1 1 < IL2 1; and

(3)sgn(L1 ) = sgn(L2 ), IL1 1~ IL2 1. Table 1 shows the percentages of these cases by sim

ulation, with a turbo code of code rate R = ~ and K = 8192, at different SNR values

and after the first decoding step. From column 3, we can see that the two statements dis

cussed in Section 3.1 are true in most cases. Similar results can be obtained in subsequent
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iterations, or with other codes. Therefore, this suggests that it is possible to improve the

extrinsic information of Max-Log-MAP decoding by normalization.

Table 7.1: Percentages associated with the different cases on the relationship be
tween L 1 and L 2 •

sgn(L1 ) = sgn(L2 ), sgn(L1 ) = sgn(L2 ),

Eb/No(dB) son(L1 ) =1= Bon(L2 ) IL1 1 < IL2 1 IL1 1 2: IL2 1

0.8 14.6 74.0 11.4
1.0 13.3 74.7 12.0
1.2 11.8 75.7 12.5
1.5 9.7 77.1 13.2
1.7 8.4 78.2 13.4

We still use (4.3.1) to determine the normalization factors for the first decoding

step, but only take into account the case sgn(L1) = sgn(L2 ), IL1 1 < IL2 1 as in Section

4.3. Unfortunately, the simulation results show that Max-Log-MAP iterative decoding is

sensitive to the factors, and if we keep a factor for all the SNR values and all the iterations,

the simulation results are not satisfying. At some SNR's, the performance of normalized

Max-Log-MAP iterative decoding is even much worse than that of Max-Log-MAP iterative

decoding. So we try to change the factors from iteration to iteration.

We first statistically obtain the factor of the first decoding step, which can be used

to normalize the extrinsic information delivered by the first Max-Log-MAP decoder. Then

with the improved extrinsic information of the first Max-Log-MAP decoder, we do simu

lations again and determine the factor of the second decoding step. We keep this process

until all factors have been found. For each SNR value, a set of factors can be determined.

Furthermore in order to make the decoder universal, we only select one set of factors,

corresponding to the SNR value where the performances of MAP and Max-Log-MAP iter

ative decodings differ the most. For example, for a rate R = ~ turbo code with generator

polynomial G = [37,21] (in octal form) and K = 8192, we find the factors for the first

8 iterations (with 2 decoding steps in each iteration) at SNR = 1.0 dB as 0=[1.83,1.56;

1.41,1.31; 1.24,1.16; 1.12,1.08; 1.06,1.0; 1.0,1.0; 1.0,1.0; 1.0,1.0]. The factors become

smaller and smaller, and at the last several iterations, they are so close to 1.0 that no nor

malization is necessary. Finally, since Statements 1 and 2 in Section 4.1 are not satisfied,

a theoretical approach to find these scaling factors is not easy to derive. Nevertheless, the
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main purpose of this section is to show that the approach of Section 4.2.1 applied to turbo

decoding can also provide interesting gains if properly implemented.

In our simulations, we use a turbo code with overall rate R = ~ and two con

stituent convolutional codes with generator polynomial G = [37,21]. We choose random

interleaver for the simulation with no intention to optimize the interleaver. Figure 7.7 shows

the performance of the normalized Max-Log-MAP iterative decoding with K = 8192 and

after 8 iterations, with the normalization factors a given above. For K = 16384, we use a

set of factors determined at SNR = 1.0 dB, which is almost the same as that of K = 8192.

The performance of the normalized Max-Log-MAP iterative decoding with K = 16384 is

shown in Figure 7.9. Compared to the Max-Log-MAP iterative decoding, a coding gain

of about 0.2 dB at BER = 10-4 and 10-5 can be achieved in both cases. However, for a

short code, say K = 1024, the coding gain is less than 0.1 dB. The simulation results show

that the normalized Max-Log-MAP algorithm does not work as well as the normalized BP

based algorithm. It can give us some improvement if the code is long, but for short codes,

the improvement is much less.

Finally, since the bi-SOVA decoding can be regarded as an approximation of the

Max-Log-MAP decoding, it is trivial to apply the normalization technique to the bi-SOVA

decoding. We have done some simulation with the normalized bi-SOVA algorithm. The

code dimension is K = 8192, and the generator polynomial is G = [37,21]. The normal

ization factors are chosen to be the same as in the last example. The simulation results show

that with 5 or 8 iterations, the performance of the normalized bi-SOVA algorithm is close to

that of the normalized Max-Log-MAP. After 8 iterations, however, the performance of the

normalized Max-Log-MAP converges, while the performance of the normalized bi-SOVA

can be further improved a little until 20 iterations.
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Figure 7.7: Bit error performance of the normalized Max-Log-MAP algorithm in turbo
decoding after eight iterations with K = 8192.
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Figure 7.8: Bit error performance of the normalized Max-Log-MAP algorithm in turbo
decoding after eight iterations with K = 16384.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

We have investigated the reduced complexity decoding algorithms for LDPC

codes and turbo codes.

For LDPC codes, we reviewed the optimum and sub-optimum decoding algo

rithms in terms of different processing in check nodes and bit nodes. We analyzed the

BP-based algorithm and concluded that compared to the optimum BP algorithm, its check

node processing always produces outputs with the same signs but larger magnitudes. Thus

we proposed two measures to improve the check node processing of the BP-based algo

rithm: by normalization and by offset. The simulation results show that with proper nor

malization factors and offset values, the two improved BP-based algorithms can achieve

near optimum decoding performance. For a special family of LDPC codes, the geomet

ric LDPC codes, we proposed normalized APP-based algorithm, which can achieve very

good performance-complexity tradeoff. Then we introduced some approaches to determine

the best normalization factors and offset values, one of which is by density evolution. We

derived the iterative calculation algorithms of the density evolution for the two improved

BP-based algorithms. With the derived formulas, we calculated the best possible asymp

totic performance of the two improved BP-based algorithms for some ensembles of LDPC

codes, as well as the corresponding normalization factors and offset values. Finally, we

discussed some implementation issues, especially the finite quantization effects on the de

coding performance. We showed that our new reduced complexity algorithms are robust to

the quantization effects.
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We reviewed the optimum and sub-optimum algorithms for turbo decoding from

the perspective of different path selection strategies. We proposed the bi-directional SOYA

algorithm which employs a backward SOYA decoding in addition to the conventional for

ward one. The bi-directional SOYA decoding achieves performance close to that of the

Max-Log-MAP decoding. To improve the performance of the Max-Log-MAP decoding,

we proposed normalizing the soft outputs of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm.

The main contributions of this research include:

• Two improved BP-based algorithms, the normalized BP-based algorithm and the off

set BP-based algorithm, for LDPC decoding.

• The normalized APP-based algorithm which can achieve very good tradeoff, espe

cially for geometric LDPC codes, e.g., DSC codes.

• A simple criterion to derive normalization factors for the normalized BP-based algo

rithm based on the first iteration.

• Density evolution algorithms for the normalized BP-based and the offset BP-based

algorithms and their quantized versions to optimize decoder parameters.

• The bi-directional SOYA algorithm which has better performance than SOYA in

turbo decoding.

• The normalized Max-Log-MAP algorithm which improves the performance of the

Max-Log-MAP algorithm in turbo decoding.

We propose the following possible future work:

• To apply the BP algorithm and its simplified algorithms to decoding other algebraic

codes, such as BCH codes.

• VLSI implementation of LDPC decoders with the offset BP-based algorithm and the

normalized BP-based algorithm, for regular LDPC codes and DSC codes.

• To devise reduced complexity decoding algorithms for non-binary LDPC codes.
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Qdl) -

Appendix A

Derivation of Density Evolution

Algorithm for the BP-Based Algorithm

For I < 0, write down the PDF of Lin (5.3.5),

FL(I) = 'E'(de; 1) .(</>-(111))'. (</>+(111))',-1-'.

k odd

With

d¢_(III) [L Pz(Z)dZ]'-
dl

- Pz(l)

and

d¢+(IlI) [[7 Pz(Z)dZ]'dl
-

- Pz (-I) ,

we obtain

dFL(l)
dl_E[(de; 1) .k· (</>_(111)'-1 . pz(l) . (</>+(111)","-1-'

k odd
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+ (de ; 1) .(de -1- k). (4)+(Jll))dc -2-k. Pz(-l)· (4)_(l ll))k]

_ (de - 1) . Pz(l) df:l (de - 2) .(4)_(IlI))k-l . (4)+(IlI))dc-l-k
k=l k - 1
k odd

+(d, - 1) . Pz(-l) ~: (d' ; 2) .(tP- (III))'(tP+ (III) )",-2-k

k odd

_ (d, - 1) . pz(l) ~: (d'; 2) (tP-(IIlll' . (tP+(III))",-2-'

k even

+(d, - 1) . pz (-I) ~: (d'; 2) (tP-(III))' . (tP+(III))do-2-k

k odd

_ (de _ 1) . Pz(l) . (4)+(lll) + 4>_(l ll))dc-2; (4)+(JlI) - 4>_(JlI))dc -2

+(d
e

- 1) . P
Z

( -l) . (4)+(lll) + 4>_(l ll))dc-2 ; (4)+(IlI) - 4>_(l l l))dc -2

_ de; 1 [(pz(l) + Pz(-l)) (4)+(lll) + 4>_(lll))dc-2

+ (Pz(l) - Pz(-l)) (4)+(lll) - 4>_(J ll))dc -2] . (A.O.l)

For l > 0, the PDF of l is shown in (5.3.6), i.e.,

FL(I) = 1-E(d'; 1) .(tP-(IIIJ)'· (tP+(III))",-H

k even

With

d4>-(Jl1)
[( PZ(Z)dZ]'dl

-

- -Pz(-l)

and

d4>+(lll) [1 00

Pz(z)dzrdl
-

- - Pz(l) ,

we obtain

Qdl)
dFL(l)

-
dl
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- -E[(d, ; 1) .k . (4)-(Il1) )k-l • (-pz(-I)) . (4)+ (Il I) ),,"-l-k

k even

+ (de ; 1) .(de -1- k). (¢+(lll))dc-2-k. (-Pz(l)). (¢_(Ill))k]

_ (de - 1) . Pz(-l) dfl (de - 2) .(¢_(Ill))k-l . (¢+(Ill))dc-l-k
k=2 k - 1

k even

+(d, -1)· pz(l) X:: (d,; 2) .(4)_(IlI))'(4>+(IlI))do-2-k

k even

- (d, - 1)· Pz(-l) X:: (d,; 2) (4)_(IlI))k . (4)+(lII)),,"-2-k

k odd

+(d, -1)· pz(l)E(d,; 2) (4)-(IlI))' . (4)+(IlI)),,"-2-k

k odd

_ (de - 1) . Pz(-l) . (¢+(Ill) + ¢_(IlI))dc-2 ; (¢+(lll) - ¢_(lll))dc-2

+(d
e
-1). Pz(l). (¢+(Ill) + ¢~(lll))dC-2; (¢+(Ill) - ¢_(IlI))dc-2

_ de; 1 [(pz(l) + Pz(-l)) (¢+(Ill) + ¢_(jll))dc-2

+ (Pz(l) - Pz(-l)) (¢+(Ill) - ¢_(l l l))dc-2] . (A.0.2)

Combining (AO.1) and (AO.2), for alIl, we have the update formula of QL(l)

given Pz (-) as

QL(l) - de; 1 [(pz(l) + Pz(-l)) (¢+(Ill) + ¢_(lll))dc-2

+ (Pz(l) - Pz(-l)) (¢+(Ill) - ¢_(lll))dc-2] . (AO.3)
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